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SUPERCOMPUTING IN ENGINEERING
RESEARCH AT CORNELL

From cosmology to microstructure, and
from theoretical science to practical applica-
tions, the subjects of Cornell engineering
research involving supercomputing have an
astonishing diversity, as the eight articles in
this issue demonstrate. The topics include the
solar corona, planetary moons, the deep
structure of the earth, the phenomenon of
turbulence, the prediction of fluid properties,
the design of bone implants, genetic engi-
neering, and the imaging of atomic-level
structures at magnifications up to 10 million
times their actual size.

These topics are far from giving a
complete picture of Cornell engineering re-
search on supercomputers, however. Almost
seventy projects headed by engineering fac-
ulty members are currently underway at the
supercomputing facility operated by the
Cornell Theory Center. (A listing appears on
pages 4 and 5). Work in other fields brings the
total number of Cornell projects to about one
hundred sixty. Overall, more than five hun-
dred projects—in areas including social sci-
ences and economics, as well as the various
physical, biological, and mathematical sci-
ences— are underway at the Theory Center.

Most of these projects are part of
comprehensive research programs. In some

cases supercomputing capability facilitates
the lengthy computations that are required
for an investigation, or is necessary to
accomplish the job at all. In other cases
supercomputing is an intrinsic part of ex-
perimental study. And across the fields of
science and technology, supercomputing
has opened up new methods of investigation,
such as visual simulation.

WHAT SUPERCOMPUTING
CAN ACCOMPLISH
Malvin H. Kalos, director of the Cornell
Theory Center, has aptly summarized the
significance of supercomputing capability.
"High-performance computing has become
an essential element in modern science and
engineering," he said. "Contemporary high-
energy physics and the study of materials by
synchrotron radiation, to name just two
fields, depend completely on computation at
almost every stage of work.

"Much of this computational work re-
quires very large resources, either of sheer
arithmetic power, of memory, or of ancillary
data storage. For this reason, supercomput-
ers, by definition the most powerful com-
puting resources available at any one time,
have become a universal tool for science and

engineering. The National Science Founda-
tion's creation of the National Super-
computing Centers was an important
recognition of that fact."

SUPERCOMPUTING AND ITS
SIGNIFICANCE IN ENGINEERING
William B. Streett, dean of the Cornell
University College of Engineering, has
pointed out the "natural affinity" between
engineering and supercomputing.

"Supercomputing has enormous poten-
tial for revolutionizing the practice and
teaching of engineering and expanding the
frontiers of engineering research," he said.
"Some of the most challenging problems
that are being studied with the super-
computer are real problems in engineering
and technology."

The parallel development of enormously
powerful computers and computer graphics
techniques has proved to be a very powerful
combination, Streett said. Supercomputers
can handle equations too complex to be
solved analytically, he explained; moreover,
these equations can be solved for extremes of
physical conditions that can be attained in
the laboratory only with great difficulty or
not at all. Computer graphics techniques



increase the effectiveness of such computa-
tions by allowing researchers to "see" the
behavior of a system on a computer screen.

The resources of supercomputer centers
such as Cornell's enable engineering re-
searchers to attack problems that have an
impact on technology, Streett said. This is
consistent, he pointed out, with the goals of
promoting university-industry interaction
and of improving the nation's productivity
and economic competitiveness.

ORGANIZATION AND FACILITIES
OF THE NATIONAL CENTER
The Cornell Theory Center was established
in 1984 with physics professor Kenneth G.
Wilson as the founding director. Engineer-
ing faculty members have been instrumental
in the center's development; for example,
R. N. Sudan, the IBM Professor of Engi-
neering, served as deputy director during the
early years, and David A. Caughey, profes-
sor of mechanical and aerospace engineer-
ing, was acting director after Wilson's
departure and until Kalos' appointment. The
largest group of users and technology devel-
opers are from the College of Engineering.

In 1985 the Theory Center was desig-
nated by the National Science Foundation as
a National Advanced Scientific Computing
Center (there are currently four). It began
operations with major funding from NSF (a
three-year grant of $21.9 million) and $30
million in equipment and services from
IBM. NSF has renewed its support with a
$79-million grant that will run through 1995,
and IBM continues to provide staff assis-
tance and equipment. (The value of IBM
contributions has reached a total of about
$125 million.) Funding has been provided
also by other corporations, by New York
State, and by Cornell.

As a national center, the Cornell facility
3 is available to users throughout the country.

Currently, more than two thousand re-
searchers access the facility over high-speed
networks. All the projects are approved by
the National Allocations Committee.

The center's resources include two IBM
ES/3090 600 J supercomputers, each with
six processors and vector facilities. They
are capable of 64 billion calculations per
second, and as the technology advances,
much greater speeds can be anticipated.

The provision of supercomputing serv-
ices to users is the responsibility of the
Cornell National Supercomputer Facility
(CNSF), an arm of the Theory Center. The
development of new technology is coordi-
nated by the center's Advanced Comput-
ing Research Institute.

PLANS FOR IMPROVED FACILITIES
AND SERVICE AT THE CENTER
A major focus of the Advanced Computing
Research Institute is the development of

The new $35.2 million Engineering and Theory
Center Building houses the Cornell Theory
Center and the Program of Computer Graphics
on the upper four floors, and facilities of the
College of Engineering—including offices and
specialized laboratories—on the lower three
floors and basement. The building is 210,000
square feet (gross) in size. The towers are
stairwells.

Situated near the southeast corner of the
Joseph N. Pew, Jr. Engineering Quadrangle,
the building is connected to Upson Hall on three
levels. Part of the building, facing Hoy Field,
follows the curve of Hoy Road.

The building was designed by Gwathmex
Siegel and Associates of New York and built by
the Turner Construction Company. Construc-
tion manager was James Kemp, a 1961 Cornell
graduate in civil engineering.

Capital funds for the building are being
provided through grants and loans from New
York State and contributions from corporate
and private sources.

massively parallel systems. (Parallelism
dllows simultaneous computation of dif-
ferent parts of a calculation.) Twelve-way
parallel processing is now available at the
center, and a 64-processor capability is
planned for implementation in 1994.

Theory Center staff members are also
working to develop mass data-storage
systems capable of efficiently storing and
retrieving terabits of information. (A
terabit is one trillion bits, approximately
the equivalent of a thousand Encyclo-
paedia Britannicas.)

Service to users will be improved by
implementing the UNIX operating system
throughout the Theory Center facilities, and
by improving the high-speed networks so
that they will be able to transmit 45 million
bits of information per second.

Network communication would be
greatly expanded by the proposed National

(continued on page 6)



Shoemaker

Two Cornell engineering professors, Christine
Shoemaker and Paul R. Daw son, are currently
designated by the Theory Center as "'Strategic
Users"—those whose work involves parallel
processing requiring a large amount of staff
support. To qualify for the Strategic User Pro-
gram, the work must show promise for near-
term scientific accomplishments or contribute
to the advancement of super computing in the
course of scientific research.

Shoemaker is a specialist in numerical
optimal control and its application to environ-
mental problems. Daw son conducts research in
the modeling of the deformation of materials
and of joining processes.

Dawson

Cornell Engineering Research Projects Currently Active at the Theory Center

Most of the principal investigators listed are faculty members. Often other researchers, such as
postdoctoral associates and graduate students, work on the projects.

Agricultural and Biological Engineering
Albright, L. D. Computations of Re circulating Flows in Slot-Ventilated Livestock Buildings
Datta, A. K. Estimation ofThermokinetic Changes in Convective Heating of Liquid Food

Systems

Applied and Engineering Physics
Rhodin, T. N. Electronic and Atomic Structure of Interfaces
Webb, W W. Dynamical Measures in Fluctuation Processes

. Protein Interactions and Self-Diffusion on Membranes

Chemical Engineering
Clancy, P. Non-Equilibrium Molecular Dynamics Studies of Rapid Solidification
Gubbins, K. E. Associating Fluid and Fluid Mixtures

. Fluid Phase Transitions in Narrow Capillary Pores

. Mixtures of Polar and Associating Liquids

. Theory and Simulation of Fluids of Associating Chain Molecules

. Thermodynamics and Transport Properties of Fluids in Pores
Panagiotopoulos, T. Simulations on Micellar and Protein Systems
Shuler, M. L. Models for Genetically Modified Cells
Steen, P. H. Approximate Inertial Manifolds for a Benard Convection System

Civil and Environmental Engineering
Hover, K. C. Effect of Air-Entraining on the Frost Resistance of Concrete
Jirka, G. Mixing in Turbulent Free Shear Flows Constrained in a Shallow Fluid Layer
Liggett, J. A. Transport and Free Surface Flows
Liu, P. L.-F. Three-Dimensional Operator-Splitting Methods for Coupled Transport Phenomena

. Mass Transport in Water Waves
Philpot, W. D. Characterization of Texture in Remotely Sensed Imagery
Shoemaker, C. A. Application of Dynamic Optimization Algorithms to Problems Arising in

Agricultural and Environmental Management
Stedinger, J. R. Optimization and Simulation of Stochastic Hydropower Systems

Computer Science
Salton, G. Automatic Indexing with Complex Content Indicators

Electrical Engineering
Krusius, J. P. Education Project
MacDonald, N. C. Monte Carlo Simulation of Electron Energy Loss in Nanostructures
Pollock, C. R. Simulation of Ultrashort Optical Pulses Generated in a Coupled Cavity Laser
Seyler, C. E. Theory and Simulation of Ionospheric Irregularities
Sudan, R. N. Dynamical Behavior in Two-Dimensional Magnetohydrodyamic Compressible

Convection
. Large-Scale Turbulence in the Equatorial Electrojet
. Mechanisms for Solar Coronal Heating
. Two-Dimensional Electron Flow in High-Power Magnetically Insulated Transmission
Lines and Plasma Opening Switches

Tang, C. L. Semiconductor Lasers with Novel Cavity Configurations
. Simulating the Mode-Locking Behavior of Diode Lasers

Thorp, J. S. Monitoring the Potential Energy-Boundary Surface for an Electric Power System



Geological Sciences
Brown, L. D. Applications of Wave-Equation Techniques to Processing Deep Seismic Data

. Intracratonic Basins; COCORP Deep Seismic Research

. Reprocessing of Deep Seismic Reflection Data from Brazil
Cathles, L. M., III. Basin Resource Modeling
Hauser, E. C. Interactive Processing of Large Sets of Industry Seismic Data in the Central US.
Jordan, T., and D. L. Turcotte. Forward Modeling of Fades and Strati graphic Sequences in

Foreland Basins

Materials Science and Engineering
Dieckmann, R. Nonstoichiometry of Binary Oxides and Kinetics of Spinel Formation Reactions

Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Avedisian, C. T. Numerical Analysis of Film Boiling of Spherical Droplets and Horizontal

Surfaces
Bartel, D. L., and D. Taylor. Bone Morphology and Remodeling As a Problem in Optimal

Structural Design
Boyce, D. Cornell Computational Optimization Project
Caughey, D. A. Computation of Transonic Aerodynamic Flows Past Complex Aircraft

Configurations
. Large-Scale CFD by Finite Element Methods
. Multigrid Calculations of Three-Dimensional Turbomachinery Flows

Dawson, P. R. Modeling Elastoviscoplastic Steady-State Forming Processes
. Modeling Texture Development in Bulk Forming Processes

deBoer, P. C. T. Numerical Simulation of a Strongly Heated, Enclosed Binary Gas Mixture
George, A. R. Class Project on Automobile Frame Design
Gouldin, F. C. Simulation of Flow and Combustion in Mass Burn Incinerators
Gouldin, F. C , and G. J. Wolga. Spectroscopic Inversion Procedures for Smart Sensor-Based

Process Control
Leibovich, S., and J. Lumley. Generation of Coherent Vorticity in a Rotating Tank
Leibovich, S., and J. Lumley; P. Holmes and J. Guckenheimer (Theoretical and Applied

Mechanics). Coherent Structures at the Air-Sea Interface and in Turbulent Wall Layers
Lumley, J. L. Surface Mixed Layer Studies
Moore, F. K. Compression-System Dynamics
Pope, S. B. Numerical Investigation of Turbulent Flame Sheets
Shen, S.-f. Unsteady Separation over Three-Dimensional Maneuvering Bodies—Theory and

Simulation
Taylor, D. L. Nonlinear Dynamics of Geometrically Imperfect Journal Bearings
Torrance, K. E. Droplet Ejection Using Boundary Element Methods

. Two-Phase Thermal Convection
Wang, K.-K. Integration of CAD/CAM for Injection Molded Plastic Parts

Operations Research and Industrial Engineering
Muckstadt, J. A. Analysis of Allocation Rules of a Multi-Echelon Distribution System
Schruben, L. W. Response Surface Analysis for Computer Simulation Models

Theoretical and Applied Mechanics
Burns, J. A. Narrow Planetary Rings: Simulation and Animation
Hart, E. W. A Search for Non-Singular Crack-Tip Fields in Inelastic Media
Holmes, P. J. Numerical Computation of Fine Structure
Mukherjee, S. Analysis of Inelastic Deformation in Metals by the Boundary Element Method

Cornell Theory Center
Administrators

Malvin H. Kalos, Professor of
Physics, Director

Peter M. Siegei, Director, Cornell

National Supercomputer Facility

Linda Callahan, Associate Director,
Cornell Theory Center, and Director,
Corporate and External Relations

Tom Coleman, Director, Advanced

Computing Research Institute

Jay Blaire, Executive Director

Available Publications

• Descriptions of more than three hun-
dred research projects now underway at
the Cornell Theory Center are given in the
1990 Abstracts. The book also includes
listings of publications by the researchers,
and a keyword index. The work represents
a wide range of disciplines in the physi-
cal, mathematical, agricultural, and so-
cial sciences, as well as all aspects of
engineering. The volume is available from
the Cornell Theory Center, Cornell Uni-
versity, ETC Building, Ithaca, NY
14853-3801.

• More information about the research
at the Cornell College of Engineering is
given in Research in Engineering and
Applied Science at Cornell. Included are
descriptions of the programs of individual
faculty members, along with biographical
information and publications listings, and
summaries of research programs in the
various schools and departments. The
recently published third edition of this
356-page book is available from the Col-
lege of Engineering.



Research and Education Network, which is
to be voted on by Congress this year. The
Cornell Theory Center is to be part of this
network. According to the Federal Office of
Science and Technology Policy, the network
would expand and enhance the United States
portion of the existing worldwide infra-
structure of interconnected computer net-
works, called Internet.

CORNELL LEADERSHIP
IN COMPUTER GRAPHICS
One of the areas of advanced computer
technology in which Cornell has been a
leader is computer graphics and scientific
visualization.

The Program of Computer Graphics, an
independent interdisciplinary center located
in the Engineering and Theory Center
Building, conducts research in three princi-
pal areas—computer graphics, structural
engineering mechanics, and visualization
for scientific computing—and receives
funding from NSF and industry. It is headed
by Donald Greenberg, the Jacob Gould
Sherman Professor of Computer Graphics.

A very recent development is the award
by NSF and the Defense Advanced Research
Projects Agency of a five-year grant of
$14.68 million for a new effort in computer
graphics and scientific visualization. The
program will be based at five universities,
including Cornell, and will be directed by
Greenberg. The participating institutions in
addition to Cornell are Brown University,
the California Institute of Technology, the
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill,
and the University of Utah.

Researchers at the five centers will de-
velop interactive computer-graphics tools
for basic research and commercial applica-
tions. Initial work will focus on cancer ther-
apy, brain research, and the design of parts
for airplanes, automobiles, and microchips.

The grant is expected to be augmented by
funding or gifts of equipment from industry,
universities, and state governments.

THE THEORY CENTER'S
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
The Cornell Theory Center has an educa-
tional as well as a scientific and techno-
logical role. In addition to providing and
advancing hardware and software and
providing computing time, it sponsors
conferences, lecture series, workshops, and
training programs.

For example, the center offers summer
classes for undergraduates who are taking
courses in various fields at participating in-
stitutions. Research projects begun in the
summer are continued during the academic
year with access to the supercomputers via
the high-speed networks.

A similar program for high school stu-
dents, SuperQuest, is supported by IBM and
NSF. Four teams chosen on a competitive
basis come to Cornell with their teachers for
several weeks during the summer; they learn
how to use the supercomputer and begin
projects that are continued back at school
with use of workstations donated by IBM.

New this spring at the Theory Center are
"SuperSaturdays"—workshops for middle-
school and high-school students and their
teachers. Each of three workshops meets on
two consecutive Saturday mornings for
lectures, discussions, and work on both high-
performance and Macintosh computers. The
series is a project of a recently formed
National Engineering Education Coalition
of eight universities headed by Cornell. The
coalition is sponsored by NSF.

CORPORATE PARTICIPATION
IN THE CENTER AND ITS PROGRAMS
In addition to contributing equipment and
funds for the new Engineering and Theory

Center Building, companies are involved
with the Cornell Theory Center through
special institutes and programs.

The Corporate Research Institute, which
facilitates the collaboration of scientists at
Cornell and in industry, now has thirteen
members and is continually expanding.
Members include IBM, Corning Incorpo-
rated, and Xerox. This institute also sponsors
a program for small-business affiliates and
coordinates the corporate affiliates program
of the recently formed Global Basins Re-
search Network (GBRN).

Researchers from both industry and uni-
versities are participants in the GBRN, which
is studying the coupled physical and chemi-
cal processes that control the movement of
oil and gas in sedimentary basins. The
organization is headed by Lawrence M.
Cathles, III, a Cornell professor of geologi-
cal sciences. Members include ten major oil
companies and eight academic institutions.

Also closely connected with the Theory
Center is the Design Research Institute,
which was formed in 1990 by Xerox and
Cornell and is expected to enroll additional
corporations. The purpose is to focus mod-
ern computer science and the processing
power of supercomputers on the design and
engineering of high-technology products.
The institute makes use of the combined
resources of the participants.

SUPERCOMPUTING
AS A COOPERATURE VENTURE
As the articles in this issue demonstrate,
supercomputing is a powerful tool for re-
search in all aspects of science and technol-
ogy. And as the success of the Cornell
Theory Center demonstrates, state-of-the-
art facilities can be made widely available
through cooperative ventures involving uni-
versities, government, and industry.—GMcC



SUPERCOMPUTER AS OBSERVATORY?
A Search for Moons in Planetary Rings
Using the Cornell National Supercomputer Facility

by Joseph A. Burns and Robert A. Kolvoord
Discoveries over the past fifteen years have
revolutionized our understanding of plan-
etary rings. Until recently, the only known
ring system was Saturn's elaborate one,
first spied by Galileo in 1610, but in 1977
rings were detected about Uranus. Shortly
after that, rings were found about Jupiter
(1979) and Neptune (1984), demonstrating
that all of the giant planets are adorned by
these elegant structures.

While each of the ring systems is dis-
tinctive, they share certain common traits:
every one contains innumerable particles,
ranging in size from dust specks to large
boulders, which orbit their planets in flat-
tened disks that extend from somewhat
beyond the planet's cloud tops to distances
of a few planetary radii. The mechanics and
origin of these rings are intriguing subjects
for research.

Our group at Cornell is contributing to
the study of planetary rings by investigat-
ing the presence and effects of small sat-
ellites in the ring regions. We have been
able to find embedded moonlets—which
had become the Holy Grail of planetary
ring research—using supercomputer-based
modeling and images obtained from Voy-

7 ager spacecraft observations.

MODELING THE COMPLEX PHYSICS
OF PLANETARY RING SYSTEMS
Many complicated physical processes, act-
ing over eons, are thought to sculpt the
intricate forms visible in the rings. For
example, particles orbit at different rates
according to their distance from the planet,
and so collisions among members of dense
rings are unavoidable. Because of these
frequent impacts, sharp boundaries are less
likely. Furthermore, particles may ag-
glomerate or be destroyed in such impacts,
and so over time individual bodies may not
retain their integrity.

Throughout their orbital motions, the
ring particles in an ensemble feel gentle
gravitational tugs from satellites that lie
beyond the ring system; these forces have
been shown to be capable of producing
clumps, waves, and even gaps at discrete
places in the rings. Simultaneously, mutual
gravitational attractions between the larg-
est of the ring particles will cause them to
scatter off one another; these random im-
pulses may thereby scramble organized
structures.

In addition, ring particles are bombarded
by interplanetary meteoroids and energetic
cosmic radiation; these processes can move

particles about, alter their physical
characteristics, or even cause their entire
disintegration.

Successful modeling of the details of
this complex of interactions requires the
computational power provided by today's
supercomputers. Such theoretical studies
are especially meaningful when they can
be supplemented by searches of spacecraft
images to see what actually has occurred.

CLUES TO THE FORMATION
OF THE SOLAR SYSTEM
Planetary rings are useful laboratories in
which to investigate this sort of physics.
But there is another aspect of ring systems
that intrigues many researchers: the puta-
tive close connection between the origin of
the planetary rings and the formation of the
solar system itself.

The conventional wisdom is that rings
developed as part of an imperfectly un-
derstood scheme whereby planets accu-
mulated in the solar nebula—the swarm of
gas and dust that is believed to have sur-
rounded the proto-Sun as it grew. All of this
would have occurred some four and one-
half billion years ago, during the gravita-
tional collapse of an interstellar gas cloud.



"We have been able

to find embedded

moonlets—which had

become the Holy Grail of

planetary ring research—

using supercomputer-

based modeling

and images obtained

from Voyager spacecraft

observations"

As the planets accumulated, they would
have been orbited by their own flattened
disks of gas and dust, much like the solar
nebula itself. In regions far from the planet,
pairs of particles in the disks would have
accreted into larger objects whenever their
mutual gravitational attraction or surface
stickiness could overwhelm the planet's
tidal force; in this way, satellites would
gradually grow in much the same fashion
as the planets. But close to the planet,
within some ill-defined distance known as
the Roche limit, circumplanetary materials
would be unable to agglomerate into sizable
solid objects. In this region, material would
remain dispersed as centimeter-to-meter-
sized particles in a primordial disk that may
have endured to produce the planetary rings
visible today.

While many scientists have a philo-
sophical bias toward the view that rings are
ancient, as the above model postulates,

some recent evidence has suggested that
planetary rings may be comparatively
young, perhaps only a few hundred million
years old. If this new information is being
interpreted correctly, the extant rings must
have developed more recently than had
been thought, perhaps after the original
ones had eroded away under the bombard-
ment of interplanetary projectiles. Ac-
cording to this revisionist model, the rings
arose when nearby satellites were cata-
strophically disrupted by cometary impacts,
or when an errant comet or a satellite was
torn asunder by strong planetary tides after
it ventured too near. These close-in satel-
lites may have formed earlier at greater
distances from the planet by the mechanism
previously described, but then gradually
spiralled inward because of drags exerted
by the surrounding nebula.

A clear discriminator between these two
models of ring origin is the presence of
moonlets in the rings. If a ring system is the
remnant of a primordial circumplanetary
nebula, its particles should be generally
small, since, owing to planetary tides, large
objects cannot accrete in today's ring re-
gion. On the other hand, if rings were pro-
duced in catastrophic disruption events,
there should be some moonlet-sized objects:
simulations of such collisions indicate that
large fragments would be generated and
would not subsequently be ground down.

WHAT VOYAGER IMAGES
REVEAL ABOUT THE RINGS
Although planetary rings can be studied—
with difficulty—from ground-based tele-
scopes, much more detailed observations
were obtained by the Voyager spacecraft.
During the decade starting in 1979, this
engineering marvel made rapid flybys of
the distant planets Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus,
and Neptune, making close-up surveys.

To partially address the question of ring
origin, images returned from Voyager have
been scrutinized for moons embedded
within the rings. A few craggy shards,
mostly small (ten to many tens of kilome-
ters in mean radius) have been located,
generally toward the outskirts of the ring
systems. In particular, Voyager discovered
a pair of moons close to the outer edge of
Jupiter's main wispy ring; they are be-
lieved to be the largest of a group of parent
bodies that are gradually being broken apart
to generate the much smaller Jovian ring
particles that are seen in the images.

In the Saturn system (Figures 1 and 2),
two small "shepherd" satellites were found
to orbit alongside the clumpy narrow F
ring, the outermost of the planet's primary
rings. According to a theory developed at
the California Institute of Technology by
Peter Goldreich (who studied at Cornell for
a 1960 B.S. degree in engineering physics
and a 1963 Ph.D.) and Scott Tremaine,
satellites can, over time, gravitationally
repulse a nearby disk of orbiting matter.
This would mean that two moonlets could
herd particles together, causing them to
form a ringlet instead of spreading apart as
a result of collisions.

Another pair of shepherds seems to
confine Uranus's epsilon ring, and it is
postulated that many others imprison the
remaining eight slender but dense strands
that encircle the planet.

A tiny moonlet skirts the inner edge of
each of the two threadlike Neptune rings
that were discovered in August 1989 by
Voyager. Many other embedded moonlets
are suspected to exist, because each planet's
retinue contains some rings that have ra-
dially abrupt density discontinuities and
other rings that are punctuated by lanes
apparently cleared of all material. Such
features were not expected. It was thought



Figure 1

Figure 1. Saturn as seen by Voyager 1 from 1.57 million kilometers above and behind the planet.
Visible through the rings is the planet's bright overexposed limb.

The C ring (closest to the planet) is relatively faint as it crosses the planet's limb. The material
in parts of the B ring is so closely packed that it entirely screens the planet in places. The A ring
comprises the outer third of the ring system, between the Cassini Division (the dark band curving
through the center of the image) and the black background of space. The F ring, as narrow and
variable as a pencil line, sits about 4,000 kilometers off the outer perimeter of the A ring. The Encke
Gap is the dark line located at about an equal distance radially inward from the A ring's edge as the
F ring is outward. Some have suggested that the "record groove" appearance of Saturn's rings
might be due to small embedded moonlets.

Figure 2a Figure 2b

that particles should rapidly diffuse across
density boundaries because of the jostling
that would occur in mutual collisions.

Although the Voyager observations have
provided invaluable data on the presence of
embedded moonlets, as well as on the basic
morphology of the rings and the properties
of their constituents, they are quite limited
because the flybys were so brief. Many
things could not be scrutinized at all, and
those that were viewed could not be studied
long enough to ascertain how—or even
if—they changed with time. Under such
circumstances, theoretical and numerical
studies are important because they allow
results to be extrapolated; investigations
that connect the few available observations
to theory are especially valuable.

LARGE-SCALE COMPUTATION
IN STUDIES OF PLANETARY RINGS
Some large computational efforts have been
mounted to study the long-term history of
planetary rings.

Among the earliest was an investigation
by Andre Brahic at the Paris Observatory,
begun in the mid-seventies on an IBM
360-65 and carried on more recently on a
Cray 1 Supercomputer. In this simulation,
about one hundred particles were followed
as they orbited a massive planet while
occasionally colliding with one another.
Brahic found that the system swiftly col-
lapsed to a thick disk so that all the particles
circled the planet nearly in its equatorial

Figure 2. The F ring of Saturn. This narrow
and enigmatic ring can appear either like a
smooth and featureless ribbon or, as in 2a, like
a set of knotted and braided strands. This clumpy
appearance is generally ascribed to the action
of the shepherding satellites Prometheus and
Pandora (2b) discovered by Voyager, and per-
haps to other as yet unseen bodies as well.



plane (Figure 3). Subsequent collisions,
which took place owing to the relative drift
of orbiting particles, occurred at a much
slower rate and caused the ring to gradually
spread inward and outward.

More recent computational codes have
been used to watch the radial and vertical
evolution of systems in which particles of
many different sizes bang into one another
while being gravitationally forced by adja-
cent satellites.

ONGOING RESEARCH USING
THE CORNELL SUPERCOMPUTER
In our research at the Cornell National
Supercomputer Facility, we have studied
the perturbative effects of nearby satellites
on narrow rings.

Our original goal was to understand
how certain structures—clumps, kinks, and
braids—observed in Saturn's F ring could
form (see Figures 1 and 2). We first dupli-
cated the results for a two-dimensional
problem that Mark Showalter, a recent
Cornell Ph.D., and Burns had analytically
simplified and then numerically integrated.
In this case the ring particles and the
shepherd satellites lie on nearby, slightly
elliptical orbits that are all in Saturn's equa-
torial plane (Figure 4).

Our extension to the problem was to

solve it in three dimensions by direct nu-
merical integration of the equations of
motion. Since many of the Voyager images
were taken at very shallow viewing angles,
we wished to determine whether slight
out-of-plane tugs introduced by con-
tinguous satellites on inclined orbits might
produce some of the odd structures seen.
We actually noticed very little difference
(Figure 5).

We then animated the results and pro-
duced our own movies on a Macintosh
personal computer. Not surprisingly, we
quickly learned that dynamically evolving
structures can be most easily understood
when they are watched dynamically.

Finally, we simulated mutual collisions
between ring members through a simple
Monte Carlo routine that caused random
jumps in particle velocities similar to those
that would occur during impacts with other
ring particles. As expected, these "collisions"
caused the organized structures to disappear
at a rate that depended on the frequency and
severity of the impacts (Figure 6).

With use of the supercomputer we could
incorporate all these effects and still be able
to follow enough particles (7,200) to actu-
ally see interesting forms as they devel-
oped. We are now in the process of trying
to apply our understanding of this problem

Figure 3
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to the accumulation of planetary-sized
bodies in the solar nebula.

Through computer visualizations and
associated theoretical studies, we now un-
derstand that satellite perturbations on a
narrow elliptic ring will produce clumps
and kinks with a characteristic spacing of
37i8a, where 5a is the radial separation be-
tween the ring and the satellite.

Our numerical results have also called
into question a previous explanation for the
braiding of a ring: our results demonstrated
that collisions will "erase" any structure
that is imposed on a narrow ring by a sat-
ellite embedded within that ring. However,
we have not yet formed our own hypothesis
concerning the formation of the braids,
despite our hope that the three-dimensional
simulation would give us some clues.

While developing our models, we si-
multaneously analyzed some Voyager
images of the F ring (Figure 2). Through
investigation of the variations in brightness
of the ring using Fourier techniques, we
were able to demonstrate that the 37i6a
signature of Prometheus, the inner shep-
herd satellite, was present in the ring's
fluctuations measured by the Voyager
cameras. Several other periodic signals were
identified as well, and we associate at least
one of these with an as yet unseen satellite

Figure 3. A simulation of a system containing
about one hundred orbiting particles, as
projected onto a plane parallel to the initial
angular momentum vector.

The diagram on the left shows the initial
distribution and the diagram on the right
displays the particles some time later, after
each particle has experienced fifty collisions
on average.

After the flattening stage shown here, the
simulation indicates that collisions produce
ring spreading, with a few particles escaping
altogether and others falling onto the planet. 10



Figure 4. A computer simulation showing how moons could perturb an
initially circular ring of particles orbiting around a planet.

The system consists of 2,400 particles and two shepherd satellites,
an outer one moving in a circular orbit, and an inner one moving in an
eccentric orbit. The reference frame is rotated at the orbital rate so that
the average ring particle appears not to move, while the outer and inner
satellites drift at their relative rates clockwise and counterclockwise,
respectively.

The exterior moon, because it—like the unperturbed ring particles—
moves on a circular path, creates a trail of smooth, sinusoidal waves.
Long after the disturbance has occurred, the three sinusoidally dis-
torted strands will overlap (for example, at 3 o'clock) as a result of the
relative drift of the particles.

The inner moon, on an eccentric orbit, creates waves that contain
discrete clumps and kinks (between 11 and 12 o'clock) that travel ahead
of it; this clumping is produced by the variable strength of the pertur-
bations owing to the eccentric orbit.

The spacings of some structures seen in Saturn's F ring compare
favorably with those that should develop due to the shepherd satellites
assumed in this model. As time goes on in the simulations, these
structures are seen to shear apart (for example, at 2 or 3 o'clock).

Radial separations are magnified to clarify the image.

Figure 4

that is imprinting its characteristic wave-
length on the ring.

In related work carried out last summer,
Showalter found a moonlet during a com-
puter-aided search through the Voyager
images of the Encke Gap, a clear region in
Saturn's main ring A (see Figure 1). In
accordance with the shepherding argument,

a satellite might have been suspected to
have cleared the gap and, indeed, Jeffrey
N. Cuzzi of NASA-Ames Research Center
did detect waves running along the gap's
edges in Voyager images. (Cuzzi is a 1967
Cornell graduate in engineering physics.)
The wavelength of these oscillations, their
longitude, and other characteristics allowed

Figure 5
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Showalter to pinpoint the moonlet's posi-
tion, then to predict which Voyager images
it should appear in, and finally to identify
the object.

Further detailed searches of the Saturn
system will have to await the arrival of the
Cassini-Huygens mission, a joint venture
of NASA and the European Space Agency.
This mission, scheduled for launch in 1996,
will observe Saturn and its companions for
four years, starting in the year 2002. Burns
has just been appointed as a member of the
imaging team of this mission.

The success that we and others have had
in finding embedded moonlets is one more

Figure 5. A supercomputer simulation of a
narrow ring that has been perturbed by two
small moons having orbits that are both slightly
inclined and elliptic. The view is from an angle
of 30 degrees from the plane of the page. The
ring has gone through 120 full rotations, so that
the outer moon has lapped it nearly twice and
the inner moon has lapped it more than once.
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Figure 6. A plot, based on simulations, showing
how collisions destroy any organized structure
in the ring.

The plot shows the amount of power con-
tained in waves of various frequencies. The
broken lines correspond to a low frequency of
collisions and the solid lines to a frequency 10
times greater; at a frequency 100 times greater,
there is almost no signal. Accordingly, the model

shows that the strength of the organized signal
is damped significantly as more collisions stir
up the system.

The strong signal at about 0.3 degree1 is, as
expected, from a shepherd satellite placed at the
distance at which the actual shepherd is posi-
tioned. The signals at multiples of this primary
signature are thought to be caused by nonlinear
coupling in this complex problem.

Above and below: Computer-processed Voyager
1 images of Saturn' s rings obtained at distances
from one to several million kilometers. These
images resolved previously unimaginable
architecture and revealed much about the size,
shape, and distribution of particles in the sys-
tem. Saturn s rings are much more elaborate
and complex than those of any of the other
planetary systems.

12



Burns
indication that the rings seen today are not
primordial.

STUDIES MADE POSSIBLE
BY SUPERCOMPUTERS
Supercomputers have proven to be invalu-
able in studies of the myriad interactions
that influence ring particles. They have
also contributed fundamentally to our cur-
rent understanding of the long-term evolu-
tion of the solar system.

The simple question of whether the orbits
of the nine extant planets and their satellites
have always been qualitatively the same
cannot be answered analytically, but may
yield to numerical investigation. Several
recent studies, principally by Jack Wisdom
at M.I.T., Stanley F. Dermott and Renu
Malhotra (then at Cornell), and Andrea
Milani (a visiting professor at Cornell in
1988-89) have demonstrated that various
real solar-system orbits are chaotic. We are
now trying to understand what this means.
Does chaos have a kind of order, in accor-
dance with recent theories? Does it give
clues—or erase them—about the condi-
tions when the planets were born?

With the powerful combination of
spacecraft imaging and supercomputer
modeling, we expect to achieve new under-
standing of our planetary neighborhood.
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HEATING OF THE SOLAR CORONA

by Ravi Sudan and Dana Longcope
Our Sun is merely an average star, but its
proximity makes it the most important
celestial object to us on Earth. It is the only
star we can study in some detail in a whole
range of electromagnetic emissions, from
microwaves to x-rays.

The visible disc of the Sun is surrounded
by a very tenuous envelope of hot plasma
that can be seen by the eye only during solar
eclipses because it radiates most of its energy
at wavelengths too short to be perceived by
the retina. This radiation is in the range of
soft x-rays, an indication that the coronal
temperature is between one million and three
million degrees Celsius—far greater than
the 5,800-degree temperature at the surface,
or photosphere. Because of this remarkably
high temperature, the outer portions of the
corona escape the Sun's gravitational force
in the form of a solar wind that blows right
through the solar system and beyond the
outermost planets.

Since heat flows from regions of high
temperature to those at low temperature, it
came as a surprise when it was discovered,
by Edlen around 1941, that the coronal tem-
perature is far greater than that of the Sun's
disc, so that heat is actually being conducted
from the corona to the photosphere. It is

Figure la
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Figure lb
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Figures la and lb. High-resolution x-ray im-
ages of the Suns corona. Figure lb is a detail
of la.

The photograph was taken on September 11,
1989, by the Smithsonian Astrophysical Obser-
vatory/IBM telescope aboard a NASA sound-
ing rocket at a height of about 240 kilo-
meters. The spatial resolution is 314 arc sec-
ond (approximately 500 kilometers).
Active regions (the bright areas) in Fe XVI
line at 63.5 A show a temperature of 2-3
million degrees Celsius. Coronal loops and a
medium-sized flare can be seen.

(Courtesy of Leon Golub, Smithsonian As-
trophysical Observatory, and IBM Research.)

immediately apparent, then, that the coronal
temperature must be replenished by
mechanical energy transported from the
photosphere. The relatively dense photo-
sphere is in a state of continual turbulence
caused by the eddies that transport heat from
the deep solar interior to the surface, just as
in a boiling pot of water.

In what form the photosphere supplies
this mechanical energy to the corona, and
how it is transported, are matters of some
debate. Our research is devoted to clarifying
the physical mechanisms that are respon-
sible for these processes.

IDEAS FOR EXPLAINING
CORONAL HEATING
The earliest suggestion, offered indepen-
dently by Biermann (1946) and Schwartzs-
child (1948), was that the heating is due to
the dissipation of acoustic shock waves
driven by the turbulent motion of the photo-
sphere. The acoustic noise from a jet engine
is a familiar example of such a process. Later
work showed that this process is, if anything,
too efficient; the acoustic energy would dis-
sipate not far from the source in a thin layer
known as chromosphere. No energy would
penetrate far into the corona by this process.



"It is the only star we can study in some detail

in a whole range of electromagnetic emissions,

from microwaves to x-rays."

A more promising idea is that the Sun's
magnetic field could play a role in the
transport of energy. This magnetic field has
complex structure and is continually evolv-
ing—waxing and waning with a period of
twenty-two years. Sunspots are locations
where the magnetic field is particularly
strong, but there are also broad regions
where the magnetic activity is high.

The magnetic field emerges through the
photosphere in the form of loops that are
eventually destroyed or blown away with the
solar wind. It soon became evident that the
magnetic field could act as a conduit for
transporting energy well into the corona.
The energy would come from the turbulent
motion of the photosphere, and the magnetic
field would transport it in the form of Alfven
waves (named after the Swedish plasma
physicist and Nobel laureate). Alfven waves
are akin to waves that propagate on a taut
string when it is plucked; the magnetic field
plays the role of a string under tension.

Once it was realized that the magnetic
field is the key to this problem, other
mechanisms involving magnetic fields were
proposed. We will address these hypotheses
and return to Alfven waves in our conclud-
ing remarks.

THE STRUCTURE OF THE SUN'S
MAGNETIC HELD
The photograph shown in Figure la and
Figure 1 b, taken from a rocket above Earth' s
atmosphere, records the Sun in soft x-rays of
wavelength 63.5 angstroms (A).

The bright loops image the magnetic-field
loops because the denser plasma within the
loops emits more x-rays than the surround-
ing matter. The loops range in length from a
thousand to a few hundred thousand kilome-
ters. The magnetic field lines of a loop are
"anchored" in the much denser photospheric
plasma; the places they are anchored are
called footpoints. Because of the high elec-
trical conductivity of the plasma, the field
lines are "frozen" to the photospheric plasma
and are carried around by the plasma motion.

Since the plasma motions of the two ends
of a loop are uncorrelated, the field lines get
twisted and untwisted. And since a twisted
field line must carry a current in accordance
with Ampere's law, it stores energy because
of the additional magnetic field it generates.

The energy that builds up in this way in
the magnetic field of the loop must eventu-
ally be dissipated. When the release is sud-
den, a solar flare erupts; the largest of these
flares are catastrophic events that release, in

a matter of minutes, 1025 joules of energy as
x-rays, light, microwaves, and energetic
subatomic particles. (This is enough energy
to bring to boil a cube of water 300 kilome-
ters on a side.) The energy dissipated over
longer time scales serves to heat the corona
and maintain its temperature. This dissipa-
tion can only be attributed to the ohmic
resistance of the plasma to the currents
flowing in the loop.

But here there is a paradox: the resistiv-
ity of the plasma decreases as the tempera-
ture increases, and it is quite small at the
prevailing temperature. So how does the
energy dissipate in a highly conducting in-
viscid plasma? The picture that emerges
from the calculations (see Figure 2) is that
the current flowing in the loop undergoes a
filamentation process, first conjectured by
van Ballegooijen (1985). In this process,
strands of smaller and smaller cross section
are formed, so that the total current flows in
a small fraction of the area available to it.
Thus the local current density may exceed
the average current density by orders of
magnitude, and this results in locally intense
regions of dissipation.

The filamentation of the current also
leads to a random fine structure in the mag- 16
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Figure 2. The simulation of coronal loop
dynamics.

The schematic diagram at left (not to
scale) pictures the twisted magnetic field
lines of a solar coronal loop. The field lines
have been twisted by convective turbulent
motion in the photosphere. The small circular
lines represent eddies.

The diagram at right illustrates the model
actually used in the numerical modeling. It
consists of a uniform magnetic field bounded
by two planes atz-0 andz = L, representing
the ends of the loop anchored in the photo-
sphere. Random motions are imposed exter-
nally at the bounding planes; these have
specified perpendicular correlation length I

and correlation time t to correspond to the eddy
size and eddy turnover time of the turbulent
photospheric motions. J and B are current
density and magnetic field lines, respectively.

The evolution of the magnetic field between
the planes is determined by the equations of
magnetohydrodynamics (MHD):

= J x B ,

B = (7(E + v x B),
where v is the plasma velocity, p0 is the density
(taken as constant for simplicity), J is the cur-
rent density, E and B are the electric and mag-
netic fields, and ois the electrical conductivity.
Pressure has been neglected.

These fields are represented on a discrete

grid of 30,000 or more points inside a box
bounded by conducting photosphere at z = 0
and z-L and periodic in the other directions
(x and y). The equations of MHD (actually a
modified version known as reduced MHD)
then give a prescription for advancing the
quantities on each grid-point; this is done in
steps using a second-order Runge-Kutta time
integrator.

On the supercomputer, the fully vectorized
code,MARLO, takes ten seconds per time step
to advance a 64 x 64 x 32 grid, and since there
are three thousand steps in a typical run, the
CPU time required is about ten hours.
Doubling the resolution in all three dimen-
sions would require a run time of 160 hours.



Figure 3 Figure 4

Figure 3. A perspective view of the simu-
lation box with forty-eight representative
magnetic field lines (solid lines) arranged
into three bundles for clarity. Each field
line originates at onefootpoint (z = 0) and
terminates at the opposite one (z = L). The

netic field. Field lines that are close together
at one footpoint diverge rapidly with height,
as shown in Figure 3. More detailed studies
indicate that some field lines are actually
stochastic. It is our prediction that as greater
and greater resolution is achieved in images
of the solar corona, more and more structural
complexity will be revealed for the mag-
netic field in the loops. The structure may
even turn out to have a "fractal" nature.

NUMERICAL SIMULATION
OF CORONAL LOOP DYNAMICS
A schematic diagram of a coronal loop is
shown in Figure 2. The loop itself is modeled
by the much simpler geometry shown in the
sketch at the right in the figure.

The evolution of the magnetic field is

points of origin are arbitrarily taken to form
three circles; the cross sections of these bundles
have become distorted by the time they reach
z = L. Some of the lines are shown leaving the
box; this is equivalent to reentering through
the opposite wall.

calculated on the basis of the magneto-
hydrodynamic equations, as described in the
figure caption. The computational domain is
a box bounded in z by planes representing
the photosphere, and periodic in x and y. A
grid of points is set up and values of the
electric and magnetic fields, E and B, are
calculated in time steps on an IBM 3090-
600J supercomputer at the Cornell Theory
Center. A fully vectorized code, MARLO, is
used. A typical run of three thousand time
steps takes about ten hours. Doubling the
resolution in every dimension would also
require the number of time steps to be
doubled, leading to a sixteenfold increase
in the run time.

The key to the effective analysis of data
churned out by a large three-dimensional

Figure 4. The same view as Figure 3, with
surfaces of constant density shown. These dis-
connected three-dimensional regions contain
current flowing from z = 0toz = L with density
above some threshold value. These regions
enclose 4 percent of the box s volume.

code such as MARLO is proper visualiza-
tion techniques. Figures 3 and 4 depict one
snapshot taken after fifty time units (one
time unit is the time required for an Alfven
wave to travel the length (L) of the loop.

Figure 3 shows forty-eight representative
magnetic field lines arranged into three
bundles for clarity. Each of these would have
been a straight vertical line to begin with, but
has been distorted due to the random motion
of the photosphere.

Figure 4 demonstrates the filamentation
and concentration of the current. The sur-
faces shown enclose regions in which the
current density exceeds some threshold
value; these regions occupy 4 percent of the
volume but account for 18 percent of the
ohmic dissipation. 18
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Finally, Figure 5 was made by slicing
each snapshot from the last twenty-five time
units through the midplane (z = L12) and
averaging the two-dimensional Fourier
transforms of the current density. The cen-
tral peak, at kx = k = 0, shows that the
dominant current structures have large per-
pendicular scale; the width of the peak indi-
cates the extent to which filamentation has
occurred to generate structures of finer scale
(larger k* + * 2) .

SCENARIOS TO EXPLAIN STEADY
SOLAR CORONAL HEATING

The convective turbulence in the photo-
sphere occurs over a vast range of scales,
from 30,000 kilometers downward. Slow,
large-scale motions of the Sun's surface
tangle the coronal magnetic field, and this
tangling drives currents that in turn heat the
corona. This large-scale behavior is described
by the three-dimensional code MARLO.
Other possible mechanisms for heating are
also hinted at by these simulations.

According to a theory developed by
Similon and Sudan, faster, finer-scale mo-
tions that are unresolved by MARLO drive
Alfven waves along the magnetic-field
loops. This energy also gets dissipated, cre-
ating additional heating, but only because
the magnetic structure has been made sto-
chastic by the large-scale motion. Alfven
waves propagating along the field lines of a
stochastic magnetic field have their
wavefronts shredded into very fine structure
by the diverging field lines, and this leads to
rapid damping. The evolution of a phase
front is shown in Figure 6. Without the
complex magnetic structure created by the
slow, large-scale motion, the Alfven waves
would be almost undamped in the volume of
the loop, and their energy would be dumped
back into the photosphere after resonating in
the loop for a long time.

Figure 5

Figure 5. A two-dimensional power spectrum of average current density (vertical) versus inverse
x and y scale lengths (kandk). It contains slices through the midplane of the simulation
(z =s LI2) averaged over the interval from twenty-five to fifty Alfven transit times. The broader
the spread, the more filamentation has occurred.

Figure 6. Typical stages of the wavefront of an Alfven wave packet along a stochastic magnetic field.
(From P. L. Similon and R. N. Sudan, Astrophysical Journal 336:442-53,1989.)

Figure 6
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There is a third scenario, developed by
Parker (1983), that postulates the formation
of very thin current sheets into which almost
the entire current condenses. The dissipation
in this thin sheet would be adequate to
explain the loop temperature; however, the
theory of such thin current sheets is not
entirely watertight. Furthermore, it is diffi-
cult to demonstrate this concept by numeri-
cal simulation.

We are of the viewpoint that current
filamentation and Alfven wave dissipation
in stochastic magnetic-field geometry are
adequate to explain steady solar coronal
heating.
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EXPLORING THE EARTH'S INTERIOR
WITH THE CORNELL SUPERCOMPUTER

by Larry D. Brown

For the past sixteen years, earth scientists at
Cornell have been leading a major new
initiative to understand the earth's interior.
Using echo-sounding techniques originally
developed by the oil-exploration industry,
they have been systematically probing the
subsurface to depths of 30 kilometers or
more in an attempt to map the internal
structure of the earth's crust.

Surveys carried out by this project—the
Consortium for Continental Reflection Pro-
filing (COCORP)—have traced extensive
faults underpinning the Appalachian Moun-
tains of the eastern United States and the
Basin and Range of Utah; ancient buried
basins and fault lines in the mid-continent;
mid-crustal magma chambers beneath areas
of the southwest that are even now being
pulled apart; and new-found complexity at
the base of the crust, the "Moho". COCORP's
success in revealing new aspects of conti-
nental architecture has stimulated similar
programs in more than twenty countries
around the world.

While only a fraction of the world's con-
tinents have yet been sampled by such geo-
physical surveys, the mass of data already
accumulated has completely revised our view

21 of the continents. It has also presented geo-

scientists seeking a comprehensive synthe-
sis of this work with a major computational
challenge: how to meaningfully analyze these
vast datasets, each of which require extensive
signal processing. In this article I review
some aspects of COCORP's effort to use the
Cornell National Supercomputer Facility to
meet this challenge.

REVEALING STRUCTURE
WITH SEISMIC IMAGING
Computational power is an essential ingredi-
ent in modern seismic exploration, in which
elastic waves are used to "illuminate" sub-
surface structure (Figure 1). COCORP has
used a method known as Vibroseis, which
was developed by CONOCO to circumvent
the problems experienced with explosive
sources.

In Vibroseis, large vibrating trucks (Fig-
ure 2) emit radar-like "chirps", in which
frequency varies with time. These vibrations
are usually up and down, generating so-
called "acoustic" waves, much like sound in
air. Recently, COCORP has experimented
with transverse-motion techniques in which
trucks are vibrated from side to side to gen-
erate shear waves. Although shear waves are
harder to produce, and propagate less

effectively in the ground, they are more
sensitive to certain materials, such as fluids.

Echoes reflected from changes in seismic
velocity and density are detected by an array
of geophones at the surface and recorded at
a central "doghouse" or in telemetrically
controlled recording boxes called seismic-
group recorders (SGR). These recordings
are then processed by computer to produce
an image that resembles a geologic cross
section.

The seismic reflection method is capable
of resolving structures down to the scale of a
few meters. In deep seismic work, resolution
on the order of a few tens to hundreds of
meters is commonplace.

COMPUTING THE DATA
AND INTERPRETING THE RESULTS
Seismic computing consists of three basic
parts.

The first is signal enhancement. The
echoes from subsurface rock units are usu-
ally very weak, especially in comparison
with vibratory noise that interferes with
recording—noise from sources such as
traffic, wind, and even animals chewing
the cables(!). Considerable effort is there-
fore expended in using signal-detection
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Figure 4

1 sample 125 samples 20 seconds
= 8 bytes per second per trace

75 traces per
common depth point
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Figure I. The seismic reflection method.

Figure 2. Vibrators in action in southeastern
Georgia, searching for a deep fluid body. These
vibrators were developed by AMOCO to allow
both vertical and horizontal vibration. The vi-
brating pad has "teeth" that allow the pad to
shake from side to side as well as up and down.

Figure 3. A typical processing sequence used
with a supercomputer to produce seismic images.

Figure 4. An illustration of the volume of data
needed to produce a typical seismic image.

algorithms to filter out noise and increase
relative signal strength. Among the tech-
niques used are match filtering (Vibroseis
correlation), noise spike editing, frequency
and frequency-wavenumber filtering, and
wavelet shaping or deconvolution. A typical
processing sequence is shown in Figure 3.

The most important tool in seismic sig-
nal enhancement is called common-depth-
point (CDP) stacking. In this technique,
multiple recordings of reflections from the
same subsurface point are summed in such
a way that desired signals are in phase,
while various noise sources are out of phase

23 and interfere with each other. It is in this

process that the massive redundancy incor-
porated in seismic recording is used to
isolate target reflections.

The second component of seismic com-
puting is imaging, also known as migration,
in which the signals detected in the first
phase are reconstructed into an accurate
geometric image of subsurface reflectors.
The result is a seismic section that looks
very similar to a geologic cross section.
Although fewer data are usually involved
in imaging than in signal enhancement,
the algorithms are more complex and com-
puter-intensive.

The last phase of seismic computing is
interpretation, in which the geophysicist or
geologist visually identifies significant re-
flection correlations and geometries. In the
past this procedure was largely manual, with
the analyst marking paper plots with colored
pencils. Now such work is done on computer
graphics workstations, with the analyst elec-
tronically marking significant relationships
on the seismic image. Interpretation work-
stations have become a necessity as seismic
exploration has moved from simple two-
dimensional profiling to full three-dimen-
sional imaging.

THE DATA PROBLEM:
QUANTITY AND COMPLEXITY
The computational algorithms used in seis-
mic imaging range from the very simple,
such as visual editing, to the exceedingly
complex, such as migration. The complex
procedures are inherently time-consuming
and in virtually any circumstance would
make demands upon even the fastest
computers, but there is a special challenge
in seismic processing because of the very
large volume of data.

As I have indicated, seismic signal
detection is usually built around algorithms
that make use of data redundancy to achieve
signal-to-noise increases. Redundancy
factors of 48 to several hundred are typical
for each data point in a seismic image. As
each image may contain thousands of data
points, the algorithms may operate on sev-
eral gigabytes for each interpretable image
(Figure 4). Since there is still as much art as
science in such processing, frequently these
procedures are applied in an interactive
fashion, with use of multiple passes in
which varying parameters are tried.

Thus the computational challenge for
seismologists involves not only complex
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computerprograms, but large input datasets.
This requires not only high speeds for
adequate throughput and timely turnaround,
but facilities for archiving and retrieving
both permanent and temporary datasets,
each amounting to several gigabytes in
size. This is a substantial requirement for
any given seismic survey, but the problem
becomes especially serious when there is
an attempt to synthesize results from many
different datasets.

Exacerbating the data-volume problem
is the increasing complexity of seismic
field experiments. New recording technol-
ogy has made it possible to efficiently
collect larger and larger amounts of data
corresponding to more complex field
geometries and innovative seismic sources,
such as the shear-wave vibrators. Manag-
ing these new datasets has led to exploita-
tion of new recording technologies such as
VHS and 8-millimeter videotape formats.
(For example, a single 8-millimeter tape
that can be held in the palm of the hand
contains the equivalent of more than twenty
standard 9-track computer tapes.)

SEISMIC SUPERCOMPUTING
AT CORNELL
COCORP's seismic processing was sup-
ported for a number of years by the dedi-
cated minicomputer system MEGASEIS, a
standard oil-industry system for moderate
exploration programs. For basic processing
of the datasets then being collected,
MEGASEIS proved reliable and adequate.

However, as the international effort to
explore the continents expanded and
COCORP's own experiments increased in
complexity, the limitations of such a sys-
tem became more and more obvious. The
establishment of the Cornell National
Supercomputer Facility (CNSF) at the
Cornell Theory Center was therefore most

timely, providing a major increase in com-
putational capacity just as COCORP was
reaching out to analyze more demanding
datasets.

Software for seismic processing on the
supercomputers was acquired by COCORP
with support from CNSF. Since no indus-
try software was available for the CMS
operating system used on the facility's IBM
3090 vector supercomputers, Dr. Tom Pratt
of the COCORP scientific team modified
the minicomputer package SIOSEIS, which
had been developed at the Scripps Institute
for Oceanography in La Jolla, California.

Porting of SIOSEIS not only provided
COCORP with a powerful new tool for
basic seismic computing, it also taught us
some important lessons in the exploitation
of high-performance computers. One lesson
was that raw computational speed is not the
only means of achieving increased compu-
tational efficiency. At least as important as
the computational speed-ups made possible
by the vector compilers and processors of
the 3090 was the machine's large memory,
which allows for easy loading of large
datasets. With a major portion of the dataset
resident in memory, subsequent process-
ing could proceed efficaciously without
time wasted on explicit swapping of data to
and from disk or tape. The extended memory
of the supercomputer thus proved to be one
of its most useful, though least touted,
features.

With major computational speed-ups
achieved by exploitation of vector and
extended memory features of CNSF
computers, COCORP's whole approach to
processing was affected. Interactive or near-
interactive seismic processing became a
reality. Rather than relying on the conven-
tional approach of feeding everything into
the computer with a few trial parameters
and then waiting hours for the result, ana- 24



Figure 5. A map of COCORP surveys in the United States.

Completed

Current

lysts could load test portions of the data and
iterate processing with various parameters
to see which were most effective. Because
of shorter turnaround times for individual
tests, the range of parameter tests could be
expanded and therefore processing could
proceed more quickly and accurately.

Implicit in the exploitation of CNSF for
seismic imaging is the heavy use of graphics
workstations to display and pick param-
eters from the data. COCORP program-
mers developed a number of display and
picking tools for use on the IBM 5080
terminals linked to the supercomputer. The
image datasets to be displayed require fast
transfer rates from the central processing
unit to the display device; thus, a key to the
success of this mode of graphics was the
fiber-optics link between remote terminals
in Snee Hall (where the Department of
Geological Sciences is located) and the
central computer facility across campus.

25 As work with CNSF has progressed, it

has also become clear that the most effi-
cient approach to processing seismic data
is to not rely on the supercomputers alone.
For many of the display and some of the
processing functions, the high-speed cen-
tral units are unnecessary or even inappro-
priate. Modern graphics workstations can
offload many of these functions and thus
free up the supercomputers for tackling the
truly intensive aspects of the seismic imag-
ing process. Accordingly, COCORP has
worked over the past six months to estab-
lish a hybrid computing environment con-
sisting of graphics workstations, special
tape support, and network links to CNSF.

Although software is still lacking to tie
all of these elements together as effectively
as we would like, the components are in
place and contributing to our overall pro-
ductivity. The CNSF mainframes are still
the core workhorses for our current pro-
cessing, but graphics workstations have
taken over many of the display and inter-

pretational aspects. In addition, the work-
stations play a critical role in teaching,
providing access to user-friendly environ-
ments with fast (interactive) turnaround for
small instructional datasets.

DEEP FLUIDS AND GIANT BASINS:
TARGETS OF CURRENT STUDY
The full capabilities of this hybrid compu-
tational environment have proven crucial
as COCORP has mounted its most ambi-
tious experiments yet. Deep fluids and the
roots of intracratonic basins were the targets
as COCORP returned to the field in the
summer of 1990 with two major new experi-
ments (Figure 5).

The first, carried out in southeastern
Georgia, included COCORP's first attempt
to use shear waves to probe the deep crust.
The objective was a bright spot that a
previous COCORP transect of buried
Appalachian structure had revealed fifteen
kilometers beneath the Atlantic Coastal
Plain (see Figures 6 and 7). It has been
speculated that this feature, called the
Surrency Bright Spot, represents mid-crustal
fluids, perhaps emplaced by Appalachian
overthrusting.

The Surrency experiment was the most
complex COCORP had ever undertaken.
In addition to three-component common-
depth-point (CDP) profiles along the origi-
nal COCORP line over the bright spot, the
researchers collected a P- and S-wave
expanding spread, a mini-crossline, and a
sparse-grid 3-D dataset. The experiment
was made possible by an arrangement with
AMOCO to use their special P- and S-wave
convertible vibrators, which have rotatable
pads that allow them to "shake1' in two
perpendicular horizontal directions.
Complementing these special sources was
AMOCO's remote recording SGR system,
which is operated by radio telemetry and



has some six hundred channels. This SGR
"superchannel" system provided the flex-
ibility needed to accommodate the complex
geometries involved in the new experiments.

The AMOCO system also played a cen-
tral role in COCORP's second field initia-
tive: a regional, "ultradeep" survey across
the center of the Williston Basin. This
basin, a typical example of intracratonic
subsidence, lies over a major Precambrian
suture zone, the Trans-Hudson Orogen.
The new surveys link with COCORP's
previous profiles to the west to form an
almost continuous traverse of the north-
western United States. It extends from the
active subduction zone along the west coast
of Washington and Oregon, across the
craton, and into the Williston Basin of
Montana and North Dakota.

A special aim in the Williston Basin
experiment was to penetrate into the sub-
crustal lithosphere. Original plans called
for the co-located use of explosives as well
as Vibroseis sources. Explosives could not
be used because of liability issues that
arose at the last minute, but fortunately, the
Vibroseis data alone revealed prominent
lower-crustal and upper-mantle reflectors.
The data were collected with the use of
eight large vibrators (five were usually
used in past COCORP surveys).

Although the main objective in the
Williston survey was to obtain a regional
CDP profile, the AMOCO system allowed
collection of considerable auxiliary data,
including mini-crosslines and widelines for
3-D control, and expanded spreads for
greater velocity control at lower crustal
depths. The CDP spread itself incorporates
the largest offsets (15 kilometers) yet used
for routine crustal profiling. The overall
result was the most extensive and diverse
dataset that COCORP has yet analyzed.

The design of these surveys and the use

of the AMOCO system reflect a new level
of technological innovation in COCORP
exploration. The new computational de-
mands of these acquisition efforts have
been substantial, and they would not have
been practical without the power at CNSF.
For example, in the Surrency experiment,
we obtained nine different seismic images—
corresponding to the different shear com-
ponents involved—rather than the single
image usually obtained from simple acous-

tic waves. And in addition to conventional
profiling, we were able to obtain three-
dimensional imagery, providing a new view
of the target structure—one that required
not only the processing speed of the
supercomputer, but the interpretational tools
of a dedicated graphics workstation (Fig-
ure 7). The Department of Geological
Sciences recently acquired such a work-
station through a grant from the Landmark
Corporation. 26



Figure 7
Figure 6. The Surrency Bright Spot (SBS), a
region of unusually strong reflections that de-
fine a 15-kilometer-deep body thought to con-
tain fluids. The bright spot was the target of a
shear-wave and three-dimensional survey made
last summer by COCORP. On this true-ampli-
tude display, other reflections at depth are too
weak to be seen. The horizontal patterns at the
top correspond to the sedimentary layers of the
Atlantic coastal plain. (Courtesy of Tom Pratt.)

Figure 7. An interpretation of the three-dimen-
sional extent of the Surrency Bright Spot,
executed on a Landmark Seismic Interpretation
Workstation. The image, derived from analysis
of seismic sections produced at the Cornell
National Supercomputer Facility, was gener-
ated by graduate students Andrew Gatt and
Joel Mondary.

Figure 8. A three-dimensional model of subsur-
face faults in the Alps. This was produced by
graduate student Robert Litak using the Sierra
modeling software on a graphics workstation.

Figure 8

COCORP researchers are also investi-
gating other datasets. In a joint program
with the Universities of Geneva and
Lausanne, COCORP is interpreting deep
seismic results from the Alps and their
implications for similar COCORP results
in the United States. Computer modeling
on a graphics workstation at Cornell (Fig-
ure 8) has proven very useful for under-
standing the three-dimensional structure
revealed by seismic images produced at the
Swiss supercomputer facility at Lausanne.

CNSF is also promoting deep seismic
research in another way. A special high-
speed link between CNSF and its sister
supercomputer facility in Montpellier,
France, has led to a new collaboration of
geoscientists at these two institutions; they
are involved in joint software development
and analysis of results from the COCORP
experiment over the bright spot.
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Figure 9. The location of a planned deep seismic survey (indicated by the blue lines) in Tibet. The
arrows indicate possible sites for a pilot survey.

THE GLOBAL PERSPECTIVE
OF COCORP RESEARCH
The international aspects of COCORP re-
search emphasize the global nature of its
purview. A quantitative synthesis of deep
seismic data from around the world is
needed, and toward this end COCORP has
sought to assemble a comprehensive col-
lection of deep seismic results. This collec-
tion, a major data resource, is kept in the tape
library at CNSF and is available in digital
form to researchers everywhere.

COCORP's global perspective is not
limited, however, to mere compilation of
available data from other projects in other
countries. COCORP scientists are major
participants in efforts to explore some of
the critical geological terranes abroad.
Currently, a Cornell-led consortium is

mounting an effort to record a deep seismic
reflection profile across the Himalayas and
Tibet (Figure 9)—a region that is viewed
by many geoscientists as the key to under-
standing continental evolution. A pilot study
is planned for next year to probe the deep
structure resulting from the collision and
underthrusting of the Indian subcontinent
beneath Tibet. If successful, this joint un-
dertaking with Chinese scientists should
lead to profiling across the entire India-
Asia zone of continental collision.

Supercomputing power and special
graphics workstations are critical for the
analysis of data such as these, and essential
for understanding the deep structure of our
planet.
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MECHANICS AND SUPERCOMPUTING
IN HUMAN JOINT REPLACEMENT

by Donald L Bartel
Damaged human joints such as hips and
knees are now commonly replaced with
orthopaedic structures that include both of
the articulating surfaces. These replacements
are remarkably successful—most of them
last for the lifetime of the patient—because
of advances that have been made during the
past two decades through collaboration be-
tween surgeons and engineers. Our research
group at Cornell has had a role in the extraor-
dinary success of implant surgery today, and
even better results are on the way.

Our program is a joint effort of research-
ers in mechanical engineering on the Ithaca
campus, and colleagues in the Department of
Biomechanics at the Hospital for Special
Surgery (the orthopaedic affiliate of the
Cornell Medical College) in New York City.
Those at the engineering college who are
active in the program include Professor Dean
L. Taylor and his students.

Our work in Ithaca is mainly on the
structural problems associated with joint re-
placement. The analysis of these structures
presents formidable challenges because the
problems are highly nonlinear and because
accurate representations of complex geom-
etry and material properties are required. We

29 construct "customized" structural models

using our graphics data base and special
software, plus computerized tomography
(CT) scans of particular joints to be replaced.
Also, we use computer-based analysis to
better understand and predict the behavior of
bone-implant systems. For the extensive cal-
culations that are necessary in all this work,
we rely on the Cornell National Super-
computer Facility.

THE DESIGN AND IMPLANTATION OF
JOINT REPLACEMENTS
In joint replacement surgery, the goals are to
relieve pain and to restore the function of
joints that have been damaged by disease,
trauma, or long-term wear and tear. This can
be achieved through design that assures
proper fit of the implant and that incorpo-
rates features to make the implant do the work
of missing ligaments or other joint structures.
For long-lasting benefit, long-term changes
in the bone-implant system need to be taken
into account.

In the orthopaedic procedure, both of the
articulating surfaces are replaced. For ex-
ample, in a total hip replacement both the
ball portion of the joint (the femoral head) on
the femur and the socket (acetabulum) in the
pelvis are replaced. In the knee, two pairs of

surfaces are implanted: those between the
tibia and the femur and those between the
patella and the femur. In most designs one of
the surfaces—usually the convex compo-
nent—is made of a metal such as stainless
steel, chromium-cobalt alloy, or titanium
alloy, and the other surface is made of ultra-
high-molecular-weight polyethylene. This
combination was first used in total hip re-
placements to minimize wear and to provide
low-friction contact.

Some of the prosthetic components are
surface replacements and some replace an
entire structure (see Figure 1). For example,
hip sockets and the three components used in
a total knee replacement are surface replace-
ments; the surgical procedure is to remove a
relatively thin layer of bone and replace it
with the prosthetic component. But in the
total hip replacement procedure, the entire
femoral head is replaced; the new femoral
head is attached to a metal stem that extends
into the medullary cavity to fix the head to
the femur. The components of most prosthetic
elbow joints are also attached to bone with
fixation stems. In a prosthetic shoulder joint,
the humeral component is fixed with a stem,
but the glenoid component (the shallow
socket) is a surface replacement.



Figure 1

THE MECHANICS OF
JOINT REPLACEMENT
Joints provide relative motion between
bones and transfer loads. In many ma-
chines, moving parts and the movement of
loads can be considered independently, but
in human and animal joints the loads trans-
ferred across the joint and the kinematics of
the joint are intimately coupled. If one is
changed, the other will also change.

When prosthetic components are at-
tached to bone, a new composite consisting
of the bone, the implant, and the interface
layer is formed.This structure must remain
intact for a long time, it must be able to
transmit loads from the joint to the support-
ing bone in a predictable, reliable way, and,
ideally, it should produce stresses in the
bone that are as close to normal as possible.

Approximating the normal stresses is
important because bone has the property of
remodeling according to the stresses applied
to it. If the stresses in a particular region of the
bone are drastically reduced because of the
presence of the implant, the properties of
the bone may change and its volume may be
reduced in that region. Such changes in bone
geometry and material properties may put
the composite structure at risk and may make
more difficult any revision surgery that be-
comes needed later on.

Components may be attached to bone in
several ways. In one method, a layer of
bone cement (polymethylmethacrylate) is
used to fill the space between the prosthesis
and the bone. Bone cement has the same
chemistry as Plexiglas and is polymerized
in situ. It is not an adhesive; good fixation

Figure 1. Typical total joint replacements,
consisting of metal and polyethylene articulat-
ing surfaces. Clockwise from the upper left are
shoulder, knee, elbow, great toe, and total hip
replacements.

of the device with respect to the bone re-
quires mechanical interlock between the
cement and the device and between the ce-
ment and the bone.

A second method is to fix the device to the
bone by using some means of biologic fixa-
tion. The most common procedure is to
apply a porous layer to the part of the pros-
thesis surface where fixation is desired; if
contact occurs between the porous layer and
the bone and if the relative motion between
the layer and the bone is small enough, bone
tissue can grow into the porous layer. This
provides both fixation and load transfer from
the device to the bone.

A third technique is to simply press fit the
device into the bone without cement or bio-
logic fixation. In such a case the prosthesis
must closely match a cavity in the bone that
has been prepared by the surgeon, and it must
be designed so that load transfer from the
device to the bone can be achieved without
undue relative motion.

CURRENT GOALS IN
THE CORNELL PROGRAM
The extraordinary success rate of total joint
replacement today is due to improvements
that have been made in functional design, in
the methods used for fixation, and in the
metals and polymers used in the components
of the prostheses. But further improvements
need to be made.

The Program in Biomechanical Engi-
neering that is carried out by Cornell and the
Hospital for Special Surgery has two specific
goals at the present time: (1) to improve the
fixation of femoral components for total hip 30



"These replacements are remarkably successful. . .

because of advances made during the past two decades

through collaboration between surgeons and engineers.'

replacement, and (2) to design polyethylene
components so as to minimize the surface
damage that occurs in the long term.

Because the femoral component for total
hip replacement is not a surface replace-
ment, joint loads are transferred to the femur
in a way that is quite different from what
occurs normally. The load on the femoral
head is large—about three times body weight
during normal gait—and is transferred
through the fixation stem and interface layer
to the inside surface of the medullary cavity.
The best configuration for the fixation stem
and the best means for fixing the stem to the
bone are still matters of controversy. A
thorough understanding of the composite
structure and the role that the interface char-
acteristics play in load transfer is essential
for the evaluation and development of new
design concepts.

Damage to the articulating surfaces has
been identified as possibly the most impor-
tant long-term problem in total joint
arthroplasty today. Debris that is released
from the surface as a result of abrasion,
pitting, and delamination migrates to sur-
rounding tissue, and when sufficient par-
ticles have accumulated, biological reactions

31 are triggered. These reactions release agents

that can attack the bone near the implant.
Infection and loosening of the device that
occur long after a joint has been implanted
have been associated with these reactions to
accumulated debris.

A troubling observation, based on analy-
sis of retrieved prostheses, is that surface
damage increases with time and with the
activity of the patient. This problem is in-
tensified by the fact that improvements in
fixation and function have meant that total
joint replacements are being used more vig-
orously over longer periods of time. It is
essential, therefore, that we determine the
mechanisms responsible for the generation
of the debris, and find materials and designs
that minimize them.

PROBLEMS IN ANALYZING
BONE-PROSTHESIS STRUCTURE
Analysis of the prosthetic and bone struc-
tures in total joint replacements presents
formidable challenges.

First, the problems are highly nonlinear.
For example, when bone cement is used in
the operating room, there is little if any
chemical adhesion between the device and
the cement or between the cement and the
bone. Interface strength depends entirely

upon mechanical interlock. Consequently,
with a relatively smooth fixation stem, load
can be transferred only by compression across
the interface or by friction between the
contacting surfaces; tensile loads cannot be
transferred. What this means for the analyst
is that a nonlinear contact problem must be
solved to determine the regions of contact
between prosthesis and cement, and the
magnitudes of the contact stresses.

Similar situations occur if no cement is
used. For example, when prostheses that
have regions of porous coating for bone
ingrowth are implanted, loads may be trans-
mitted by compression or tension if bone
ingrowth has occurred. In the absence of
bone ingrowth, loads may be transmitted by
compression and friction where the porous
layer exists, provided that separation of the
prosthesis and the bone has not occurred in
that region. But the portion of the surface
without porous coating is smooth, and only
compressive contact forces can be transferred
across the interface because the frictional
force between the device and the bone will
be very small. Therefore, to understand the
mechanics of fixation without cement, the
resulting nonlinear contact problem must be
solved for a variety of interface conditions.
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Figure 2. Computer imaging of a femur.
Geometry and material properties are deter-
mined from clinical CT scans. The red horizon-
tal line on the scout view at left defines the
location of the cross section shown on the right.
The red and blue contours on the cross section
are the inner and outer boundaries of the bone.

Figure 3. The geometry of implant and interface
layer for the proximal femur with a prosthesis in
place. The interface layer (in this case bone
cement) is seen as the thin white region.

These images were created with commer-
cially available software; with interactive soft-
ware developed at Cornell, the implant may be
positioned with respect to the bone. This section
view is for visualization only; a three-dimen-
sional model is used for the structural analysis.

Figure 4. Modeled stresses in a cemented femur
implant. The stresses are much higher when
realistic interface characteristics are modeled
at the stem-cement interface (right) than when
the cement is considered to be perfectly bonded.
The high stresses shown in proximal cement are
hoop stresses; this is consistent with observed
cement cracking and failure. 32



Nonlinear contact also occurs between
the metal and the polyethylene components
of a total joint replacement. As the load
changes between nonconforming surfaces,
so does the area of contact, and as a result,
those stresses in the polyethylene compo-
nent that are associated with surface damage
are not directly proportional to changes in
loading across the joint. Furthermore, the
stress-deformation relationship for polyeth-
ylene is also nonlinear.

To add to the complexity of the problem,
the material properties of a polyethylene
component are changed when the compo-
nent is sterilized by radiation and undergo
further changes after implantation due to the
chemical environment of the body and the
loading on the joint during normal function.

These changes occur nonuniformly
throughout the volume of the component.
For example, the degradation of material
properties that is the result of radiation or
oxidative processes is greatest at the surface,
but changes in material properties that are
the result of loading are greatest at some
distance beneath the articulating surface for
components, such as total knee replacements,
where the contact is nonconforming.

The analysis of prosthesis fixation also
requires accurate representations of both the
complex geometry of the bone and its mate-
rial properties. A bone (the structure) con-
sists of two types of bone tissue (the mate-
rial). Cortical or compact bone, found in the
shafts of long bones such as the femur, is the
most dense bone tissue. Cancellous or tra-
becular bone, found at the ends of the bones
near the joints, is much less dense than
cortical bone and is itself a structure, consist-
ing of small plates and beams organized to
transfer load efficiently from joint surfaces
and from muscle and ligament attachments
to the more dense cortical bone.

33 The material properties of both cortical

and cancellous bone tissue vary from point to
point in a bone such as the femur. The elastic
modulus is related to approximately the cube
of the apparent density of the tissue. Conse-
quently, within the complex geometrical
shape of a bone there are wide variations in
elastic modulus throughout the volume.

HOW WE CUSTOM DESIGN
BONE-IMPLANT SYSTEMS
We determine the geometry and material
properties of bones using clinical data and
software that has been developed in our
computational laboratory.

A program called EXTRACT is used to
determine the inner and outer geometry of
the patient's bone, and the distribution of
material properties within the bone, from
computerized tomography (CT) scans of a
patient or of a bone specimen (Figure 2).

Images showing the geometry and
material properties of an implant and the
interface layer between the implant and the
bone (Figure 3) are created using commer-
cially available software for generating a
finite-element mesh. This is translated to our
graphics data base and, using interactive
graphics, is combined with an image of the
bone in a three-dimensional representation.
The device is positioned with respect to the
bone, and when this is achieved satisfacto-
rily, the commands necessary to create a
consistent finite-element mesh of the bone
are automatically generated in the software.
The material properties of each element in
the finite-element mesh of the bone are then
assigned. This is done by means of aprogram
called PSORT, which uses the material-
property distributions determined in
EXTRACT. Finite-element models of poly-
ethylene components that are loaded by
contact with metal components are developed
with use of conventional procedures and
commercially available software.

The resulting nonlinear structural models
are very large and computationally expen-
sive. We use a finite-element analysis pro-
gram, GNOME, which was developed by
structural engineering specialists in Cornell' s
School of Civil and Environmental Engi-
neering, and we use the Cornell super-
computer facility to do the computation.
GNOME enables us to model the variety of
conditions that can occur at the interfaces
between the structural components of a total
joint replacement.

UNDERSTANDING AND PREDICTING
THE BEHAVIOR OF IMPLANTS
These computing capabilities have enabled
us to determine characteristics of bone-im-
plant systems that now make it possible to
explain clinical observations and predict the
behavior of new implant designs.

Consider, for example, an uncemented
femoral component of a total hip replace-
ment. Previously it was not possible to pre-
dict where the initial contact between the
device and the bone occurs, or how that
contact changes when a load is transferred
across the hip joint. Our results have shown
that these situations can be quite different.
Now it is possible to include this important
information as part of the design process.

When a femoral component is cemented,
we can realistically model the cement-device
interface as a no-tension bond with coulomb
friction when the surfaces are in contact and
there is compression across the interface.
And we can predict where the interface will
separate and where it will be in contact after
the joint is loaded. The stresses in the cement
are quite different when the bonding is
considered to be perfect and when realistic
conditions are modeled (Figure 4). The re-
sults of our studies have explained why
certain devices loosen less frequently than
others, and our capabilities are now being



used to design the next generation of ce-
mented implants.

Through the use of our software and the
supercomputer, we have also gained new
understanding of the mechanisms of dam-
age and debris generation in polyethylene
components for total joint replacements.

For example, in studies of total knee
replacements, our analyses indicate sev-
eral conditions that are consistent with
damage observed in polyethylene compo-
nents retrieved during revision surgery.
The modeling shows large tensile stresses
at the edge of tibial components that are
thin and have poor conformity with the
mating metal component; retrieved com-
ponents frequently have cracks in this
region. Another prediction is that large
maximum shear stresses occur beneath the
surface under the area of contact; this is
consistent with the delamination and pit-
ting that has been observed in retrieved
polyethylene components.

This ability to model the contact be-
tween metal and polyethylene components
provides a powerful design tool. It is being
used, along with studies of material behav-
ior, to design polyethylene components
with decreased risk of surface damage.

This, in turn, decreases the risk of long-term
problems such as infection and loosening.

But although we have made consider-
able progress in understanding and predict-
ing the behavior of bone-implant systems,
there is still much to be done. As I have
mentioned, bone remodels in the presence
of an implant, altering properties and ge-
ometry as the loads on the bone change
with time. To completely understand the
long-term performance of total joint re-
placements, our analyses will have to in-
corporate these future changes in the bone,
in addition to conditions at the bone-device
interface at the time of implantation.

Such analyses will require many itera-
tions of what is already an expensive com-
putational process. Large numbers of itera-
tions with expensive structural analyses at
each step will also be necessary for deter-

mining optimal designs of bone-implant sys-
tems. Consequently, the simulation of bone
remodeling and the optimal design of implant
systems may be feasible only if parallel
computational procedures (in which several
parts of a computation are carried out si-
multaneously on a supercomputer) are
implemented to make the calculations pos-
sible in a reasonable amount of time.

The implications for our research pro-
gram are clear. In order to continue improv-
ing our understanding of the mechanics of
bone-implant systems and realize further
improvements in prosthesis design, we will
increasingly depend on the availability of
large, fast computers and on collaborations
with organizations such as the Cornell Theory
Center.
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MOLECULAR SIMULATION
USING SUPERCOMPUTERS:
Techniques for Predicting Fluid Properties

by Keith E. Gubbins and John M. Walsh

Statistical mechanics provides exact equa-
tions for the prediction of the properties of
fluids and solids. But unfortunately, these
equations can be solved analytically in only
a few rather simple cases, such as an ideal
gas, a real gas at pressures up to a few tens of
bars, a gas thinly adsorbed on a solid, or the
thermodynamic properties of a perfectly
crystalline solid. For many problems of
practical interest, one must resort to ap-
proximations of uncertain accuracy in order
to obtain a solution of the equations, and for
other problems no approximations have yet
been found.

An alternative approach is to use
molecular simulation, in which the statistical
mechanical equations are solved for the model
system of interest by numerical methods
using a powerful computer. Before the late
1970s, very few university researchers in the
United States had access to sufficiently
powerful machines, but as supercomputers
and powerful workstations have become
available in the past few years, there has been
a rapid expansion in the use of molecular
simulation. Both academic and industrial
chemical engineers are finding applications
in a wide range of scientific and techno-

35 logical problems.

THE TWO COMMON METHODS
FOR MOLECULAR SIMULATION
Two methods are in common use—the
Monte Carlo (MC) and the molecular dy-
namics (MD) techniques (Figure 1). In
both cases, the computer must be provided
with a molecular model, including an
equation for the intermolecular forces. Also
needed is information about the initial state
of the molecules and details of the geom-
etry of any surfaces.

The Monte Carlo (MC) method makes
use of a random-number generator to move
the molecules randomly. The various mo-
lecular arrangements that are generated are
accepted or rejected by means of an algo-
rithm that determines whether or not they
appear with the correct probabilities. As
statistical mechanics tells us, the probability
of a particular arrangement, at a fixed
temperature and density, is proportional to
Qxp(-U/kT), where U is the total energy of
the collection of molecules, k is the
Boltzmann constant, and T is the tempera-
ture. After a long series of acceptable
arrangements is generated, one can aver-
age over them to obtain the various equilib-
rium properties of the system of molecules.

In the molecular dynamics (MD)

method, the molecules are allowed to move
naturally under the influence of their own
intermolecular forces. The positions and
velocities of each molecule are followed in
time by solving Newton's equation of
motion (force equals mass times accelera-
tion, a second-order differential equation)
using standard numerical methods. The
macroscopic properties are calculated by
averaging the appropriate function of mo-
lecular positions and velocities over time.

These two techniques have several fea-
tures in common. Provided that the simu-
lation runs are carried on long enough, and
that the number of molecules is sufficiently
large, we should get highly accurate results
for a precisely defined model system. In
practice, the results are limited by the speed
and storage capacity of current super-
computers. Typically, the number of mol-
ecules in the simulation sample can range
up to a few thousand or tens of thousands,
and the real time simulated in MD is of the
order of a nanosecond. In order to mini-
mize boundary effects in such small
samples, it is customary to use periodic-
boundary conditions—that is, the sample
is surrounded on all sides by replicas of
itself, so that when a molecule moves



Figure 1

Figure 1. Two methods of molecular simula-
tion. Typically, both treat a sample of N
molecules in a box of volume V ( shown here
as a cube).

In the Monte Carlo method it is common,
but not necessary, to choose N, V, and tem-
perature T as the independent variables, and to
keep these fixed during the simulation. Mol-
ecules are moved randomly, generating a new
molecular arrangement with the intermolecular
potential energy U. These new arrangements
are accepted or rejected in such a way that
those accepted occur with the probability
distribution that is required by the laws of
statistical mechanics.

In molecular dynamics the energy E, rather
than the temperature T, is fixed. The molecular
positions r. and the velocities v. (and also
orientations and angular velocities) for each
molecule i are followed in time.

(This figure originally appeared in the
Summer 1988 issue of this magazine.)

through a boundary and so out of the sample,
it is automatically replaced by a molecule
moving into the sample through the oppo-
site face of the box. (Anyone who has
played Pacman, Asteroids, or similar video
games is familiar with this periodic-
boundaries trick.) Although molecular
simulation can be successfully applied to a
wide range of problems, difficulties can
arise with some applications because of
storage or speed limitations. Examples are
ionic fluids (plasmas, electrolytes, etc.), in
which the range of the intermolecular forces
is very large, necessitating a large number
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of molecules; substances very near critical
points and some surface phenomena, in
which long-range fluctuations occur; and
long-time phenomena.

There are also some significant differ-
ences between the MC and MD methods.
MC is easy to program and can be easily
adapted to different sets of conditions, such
as mixture studies at constant pressure or
adsorption at constant chemical potential.
MD is more difficult to program, and since
energy must be conserved, it is less easily
adapted to different conditions. However,
MD has two important advantages over

MC: it can be used to study time-dependent
phenomena and transport processes, and
the molecular motions can be observed and
photographed easily using computer
graphics.

At Cornell an active program in which
these techniques are applied to problems of
interest in chemical engineering has been
in progress since 1976. The applications
have included studies of fluid droplets,
fluids in porous materials, phase equilibria
in liquid mixtures, ionic and associating
liquids, liquid crystals, colloids and surfac-
tants, and a variety of surface phenomena. 36



Calculations are carried out at the Cornell
National Supercomputer Facility or at one
of the other national supercomputer cen-
ters. (A typical MC or MD run takes a few
hours or more on the Cornell super-
computer.) Advanced computer-graphics
methods are used to observe molecular
motions, behavior near surfaces, polymer-
ization, and other phenomena. The poten-
tial of molecular simulation as a tool has
expanded rapidly with improvements in
speed and availability of supercomputers,
and these trends are expected to continue
for the next decade.

MONTE CARLO SIMULATION
FOR STUDIES OF COMPLEX FLUIDS
In simple fluids the intermolecular forces
include strong repulsions at short inter-
molecular distances (because of electron
overlap) and weak attractive forces at larger
separations. These weak attractive forces
are van der Waals (also called dispersion or
London forces) and multipole forces.
Examples of such fluids are simple hydro-
carbons (such as methane and benzene),
carbon dioxide, nitrogen, and oxygen, that
have intermolecular energies of the order
of 1 kilojoule (kJ) per mole. Accurate sta-
tistical mechanical theories and semi-
empirical equations of state are available
for such fluids, and chemical process
equipment for handling them can be de-
signed with confidence.

Complex fluids, though, cannot be rep-
resented so easily because of the presence
of strong attractive forces that are highly
directional. These forces, mostly electro-
static in nature, give rise to aggregates
including dimers, trimers, and larger oligo-
meric species, and in some cases, to
branched or network structures. Water is
the most familiar of these complex, or

37 associating, fluids. Its high boiling point,

high dielectric constant, and strong solvent
power all derive from the strong associa-
tive forces between its molecules.

Many other fluids, including the
alcohols, organic acids, and amines, are
also complex by virtue of molecular asso-
ciation. At high enough concentrations in
water, long-chain fatty acids form drop-
like aggregates called micelles. Among the
many other complex compounds in aque-
ous solution are the proteins and their
building blocks, the amino acids. The
binding sites of proteins consist of groups
of atoms with strong, associative interac-
tions, and in addition, proteins have many
intramolecular interactions which give
them a folded structure that exposes the
active binding sites.

The associative interactions of water,
alcohols, acids, amines, and proteins are
referred to as hydrogen bonds. In other
cases the interaction may involve weak
chemical reaction or charge transfer be-
tween two molecules of different species.
(Charge transfer occurs between many
aromatic species—for example, between
trinitrobenzene and mesitylene.)

These associative cohesive energies are
in the range of 10 to 50 kJ per mole—up to
fifty times greater than the energies of
physical interactions in simple fluids, but
weaker than most chemical bonding ener-
gies, which are typically 300 to 500 kJ per
mole. The lifetime of an associated com-
plex is roughly between 10 picoseconds
(10 X 1012 second) and 1 microsecond (106

second)—relatively long on a molecular
time scale, but relatively short on a mac-
roscopic time scale. Thus, the aggregates
are not nearly as stable as distinct chemical
species, but are easily observed by a variety
of spectroscopic methods.

From the standpoint of statistical me-
chanics, complex fluids are a major chal-
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Figure 2a Figure 2b

Figure 2. "Snapshots" of a hydrogen-bonding
fluid studied with use of the Monte Carlo (MC)
simulation.

In Figure 2a the molecules that are hydro-
gen-bonded to their neighbors are shown in red.
The monomers (molecules that are not hydro-

gen-bonded) are shown in green. During a
simulation, hydrogen bonds are continually
forming and breaking. Since each molecule has
two hydrogen-bonding sites, it is possible for
long winding chains of hydrogen-bonded mol-
ecules to form.

Figure 2b shows the same molecular con-
figuration, but with the molecular diameters
reduced to one-fifth their normal size. A red
bond has been drawn between hydrogen-bonded
molecules. To more clearly show the longer
chains, bonds between dimers are not shown.

lenge. In simple fluids, attractive interac-
tions are treated accurately as a weak
perturbation. In complex fluids, the asso-
ciative forces are too strong to be treated as
a perturbation and are too weak to be treated
as a permanent bonding force that might
lead to stable chemical species.

The goal of our work is to develop a
first-principles approach to the statistical
mechanics of associating fluids. In a first-
principles approach, the intermolecular
forces are assigned, usually on the basis of
ab initio quantum calculations. Statistical
mechanics and computer simulation are
then used to predict the liquid structure,
equation of state, concentrations of mono-
meric and associated species, and other
thermodynamic and transport properties.

We have carried out Monte Carlo
computer simulation studies of molecules
that have idealized association sites. The

molecules are spherical and have one or
more small spherical association sites. A
molecule with two association sites corre-
sponds to an alcohol that can form dimers,
trimers, and long chains of associated
molecules.

In Figure 2 we show "snapshots" of such
a fluid, obtained by simulation. Images such
as these are very useful in developing a
mental picture, on a molecular scale, of the
organization and structure of an associat-
ing fluid.

Such simulations are particularly help-
ful in developing and testing new statistical
mechanical theories for complex fluids.
Since the theory and simulation results are
for the same molecular model, their com-
parison gives a direct and unambiguous
test of the approximations in the theory
itself. Recently, such tests have shown that
a new theory of ours for the thermody-

namic properties of associating fluids is
highly accurate.

In order to use the theory to predict the
behavior of actual complex fluids, suitable
intermolecular-force models are needed.
One of the mixtures we have been inter-
ested in is that of methanol with water; this
is of importance in the gas industry, which
uses methanol to inhibit the formation of
gas hydrates in pipelines. In their pure
states, both methanol and water have strong
association interactions. Methanol has two
association sites and water has four (Figure
3). In addition, there is a cross interaction
between the two compounds, since
methanol and water can associate with each
other. Figure 4 shows the pressure-com-
position diagram for this mixture, along
with the theoretical results. While there is
good agreement between the measured
properties and the theory, it should be noted 38



Figure 3

Figure 3. Models ofmethanol and water mol-
ecules shown with their hydrogen-bonding
sites. Methanol has two sites (a, b) and water
has four (c, d, e,f). In a mixture ofmethanol and
water there is cross interaction between the
sites on methanol with those on water.

Figure 4. Pressure versus composition for the
mixture methanol/'water at T - 338 K. The
theory shows good agreement with the experi-
mental results.

The phase envelope extends across the en-
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tire range of composition. Above this envelope
(higherpressures) the mixture exists as a liquid;
below, the mixture is a gas. At any point within
the envelope there will be gas in equilibrium
with liquid.

A particular point (a) with overall composi-
tion of roughly 0.5 mole fraction ofmethanol is
shown as an example. The liquid composition is
indicated on the abscissa as b, and the gas
composition in equilibrium with this liquid is
indicated as c. For this point, the gas phase is
richer in methanol than is the liquid phase.

that some spectroscopic or other data are
needed to develop the equation for the
cross-intermolecular interaction. Never-
theless, the good agreement between theory
and measured properties is encouraging,
and suggests that in the future it will be
possible to predict accurately the proper-
ties of associated fluids.

FLUID BEHAVIOR
IN SMALL PORES
In microporous materials—in which pore
size is below 20-30 angstroms (A)—
adsorbed fluids show unusual and interest-
ing properties that are important in many
industrial and natural processes. Such ma-
terials include silica gel, zeolites, porous
oxides, and pillared clays.

The properties of interest include pref-
erential adsorption of certain fluid compo-
nents, chemisorption at particular sites,
hysteresis effects, and a variety of unusual
phase transitions, including capillary
condensation, wetting and prewetting
phenomena, layering transitions, and two-
dimensional solid melting. For very small
pores, the behavior becomes characteristic
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of one-dimensional (cyclindrical geometry,
no phase transitions) or two-dimensional
(parallel wall geometry) systems.

An understanding of these and related
phenomena is needed for dealing with in-
dustrial applications such as ultrafiltration,
catalysis, drying, chromatography, ion
exchange, and the use of adsorbents for
separation and purification, and for un-
derstanding such processes as frost heav-
ing and the behavior of fuel gases in coal
and other deposits. These phenomena are
also important in many biological
applications.

The design of industrial processes in-
volving porous materials is almost entirely
empirical at the present time, and in many
cases the structure of the porous material
(pore sizes and shapes, interconnectivity,
porosity, etc.) is poorly characterized. Such
theory as is used is generally based on
hydrodynamic or thermodynamic (Kelvin,
Laplace, etc.) equations; and this approach
is known to fail for small pores. It is desir-
able to replace these empirical approaches
with ones that are molecular in nature. By
combining soundly based molecular theory
and computer simulation with appropriate
experiments, it should be possible to
develop a detailed understanding of pore-
fluid systems at the molecular level, and

from this to design optimal advanced mate-
rials for specific processes.

Some progress toward this end has been
made over the past few years. One advance
is the development of theories and computer
simulation methods that provide a detailed
molecular picture of the behavior of fluids
inside micropores. Another is the develop-
ment of ways of preparing materials. Tech-
niques such as track etching, sol-gel
methods, and electrochemical processing
are becoming available for the preparation
of well characterized porous materials under
controlled conditions.

SCIENTIFIC STUDY WITH A VIEW
TOWARD PRACTICAL APPLICATION
Our research has been aimed at answering
two basic scientific questions. First, how
do the adsorption, selectivity, phase tran-
sitions, hysteresis, diffusion rates, flow
rates, and so on depend on the type of pore
wall, the pore geometry, and the state
condition (temperature, pressure, and
composition of the bulk fluid in equilib-
rium with the porous material)? Second,
what new phenomena occur? The basic
technical question is: How do we make use
of this fundamental knowledge to design
better materials for specific applications?

Both MC and MD methods are used in
our studies. MC is particularly suitable for
studying adsorption and selectivity in the
case of mixtures, while MD enables us to
observe diffusion and flow phenomena.
Computer graphics plays an important role
in visualizing molecular motions and dy-
namic processes in the micropore. But even
with the best current machines we cannot
see these motions in real time; we must be
content with "still shots" or "movies" made
a frame at a time.

The simulations are complemented by
the use of approximate statistical mechani-

cal theories, particularly density functional
theory. In this approach, an approximate
expression is written for the thermody-
namic free energy in terms of the inter-
molecular forces and molecular distribu-
tion functions, as a functional of the density
profile in the pore. This is then minimized
with respect to the density profile by varia-
tional methods. While such calculations
are generally less accurate than the MD and
MC simulations, they are about two orders
of magnitude faster. Thus it is possible to
map out the behavior for a particular fluid-
pore system over wide ranges of pore size,
temperature, pressure, and composition
quickly using this theory, and then focus on
an area of particular interest using the
simulations.

The strong forces exerted on the fluid
molecules by the wall cause large shifts in
phase transitions and thus in the phase
diagram of the fluid. For example, we find
that at conditions under which the fluid is
normally a dilute gas in the bulk, it con-
denses to a liquid in a micropore. Similarly,
liquid mixtures that are normally miscible
may separate into two liquid mixtures when
confined in a pore; and isotropic liquids
may become liquid crystals when placed in
a pore with parallel walls.

The adsorption of methane and methane
mixtures is of particular practical impor-
tance because natural gas is more than 90
percent methane. If methane could be
adsorbed at high density in a suitable
microporous material, it would be attrac-
tive for vehicle propulsion.

We have studied the adsorption of
methane on microporous carbons in which
the pores are slit-shaped, so that the walls
are approximately parallel. At low tem-
peratures (Figure 5), a series of layering
transitions occur at low gas pressures. At
some low gas pressure there is a sharp jump 40
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Figure 5. Adsorption of methane in a slit-
shaped carbon pore at low temperature, from
MC simulation. The pore is 38.2 A wide. The
temperature is 74 K.

The adsorption is defined as the average
density (p* = p&, where p is the number
density and c is the diameter of a methane
molecule) of fluid in the pore. Several layering
transitions, as well as a two-dimensional
freezing transition, occur during adsorption.

The simulations are carried out at constant
chemical potential; however, the horizontal axis
can be thought of as one of increasing pressure.

Figure 6. Excess adsorption of methane in a slit-
shaped carbon pore at several average tem-
peratures above the critical temperature. This
pore is 18 A wide.

Excess adsorption is defined as the average
density in the pore minus the density of the bulk
gas outside the pore.

in the adsorption to a state in which a dense
monolayer of methane molecules covers
the wall. At a higher pressure there is a
second jump to a state in which two layers
cover the wall. A jump to a three-layer
covering occurs at a still higher pressure.
During the buildup of this third layer, a
two-dimensional fluid-solid transition oc-
curs. And finally, the pore becomes filled
with a liquid-like phase.

These layering transitions are first-order
phase transitions, and have been observed
experimentally for exfoliated graphites. The
condensation to liquid occurs at pressures
much lower than the usual vapor pressure
of methane, and this transition is accom-
panied by hysteresis—that is, the transition
pressure is different on increasing the
pressure and on decreasing the pressure.
The critical temperature is decreased by the
action of the pore walls.

At temperatures above the critical tem-
perature of the methane, these phase transi-
tions are not seen, but the excess adsorption
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(the average density of methane in the pore
minus that of the methane in the bulk gas
outside the pore) passes through a maximum
at a certain bulk gas pressure or density.
This is shown for a particular pore size in
Figure 6. As the pore size decreases, this
maximum excess adsorption at first in-
creases, and then below some optimum
pore size it decreases because of repulsive
intermolecular forces between the fluid
molecules and the wall. Thus it is possible
to determine both an optimum gas pressure
and an optimum pore size for the storage of
methane at any given temperature.

For gas mixtures, it is separation of the
components via adsorption that is often of
interest. In general, the pore walls have a
greater attraction for one of the compo-
nents of the mixture than for the others, and
will preferentially adsorb that component.
The selectivity, S, for a component, A, with
respect to another component, B, varies
roughly as the ratio of Boltzmann factors,
exp(-/JvA)/exp(-/JyB), where Kis the fluid-
wall potential and (5 = 1/kT. Thus, such
adsorption processes can be made highly
selective with only a small difference in
wall forces, (VB~ VA).



Figure 7

Figure 7. Simulation results illustrating how
small pores in a solid can selectively adsorb one
gas in a mixture. Here the bulk mixture consists
of methane (at a mole fraction of 90 percent)
and ethane, and the slit-shaped pores are in
carbon. The preferential adsorption of ethane is
given for two different temperatures at a pres-
sure of 18.5 bar. Selectivity S = (xJxM)pon +
^E^MKUUC ' W^ere x ** tne m°le fraction and M
and E represent methane and ethane.

The oscillations are due to a packing effect.
Because the fluid molecules have hard repul-
sive cores, a small decrease in pore size can
suddenly squeeze out a whole layer of mol-
ecules, leading to a sharp change in selectivity.

This is illustrated in Figure 7 for a mix-
ture of methane and ethane (two similar
and inert molecules) in a carbon slit-shaped
pore. Very large selectivities (the ratio of
mole fractions of ethane to methane in the
pore, divided by the same ratio for the bulk
gas in equilibrium with the pore) are found
even for this molecularly simple system,
especially for small pores and low tem-
peratures. For example, at pore sizes of
about 18 A, the fluid in the pore has an
ethane concentration about thirty times
higher than in the bulk gas when the tem-
perature is 200 K, but when the tempera-
ture is only 120 K, selectivities of several
hundred are obtained.

This work on simple fluids in carbons is
now being extended to studies of more
complex fluids such as water, aqueous
solutions, and liquid crystals, and to other
porous ceramic materials, including silicas
and other oxides.
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COMPUTER MODELING IN RESEARCH
ON GENETICALLY MODIFIED BACTERIA

by Michael L. Shuler
Perhaps no other development in the last
twenty years will have a greater impact on
people than the invention of genetic engi-
neering. Our health, our longevity, our en-
vironment, our wealth as a nation, our food
supply, and our understanding of our hu-
man roots will all be positively affected by
the consequences of genetic engineering.

A requirement for the realization of the
vast potential of genetic engineering is that
cells receiving new information must be
able to stably express that information for
extended periods of time. This article de-
scribes how complex models of cellular
populations can be used to increase the
utility of genetically engineering cells.

THE BASICS OF
GENETIC ENGINEERING
We must first explore a few concepts and
definitions.

The basic unit of genetics is the gene—
a segment of an organism's DNA. Genes
are "written" in the universal language of
genetics: all organisms—bacteria, plants,
fungi, and animals—use the same language,
which consists of four "letters" that make
up three-letter "words".
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information for the production of a protein.
Most biological reactions are mediated by
biological catalysts, called enzymes, which
are primarily proteins. Even a simple bac-
terium may have the ability to make almost
two thousand different enzymes.

Some proteins are rare and in the past
could be obtained only from human cadavers
or other equally difficult sources. But with
the advent of genetic engineering, we can
take genes for rare but important enzymes
and insert them into fast-growing, easily
cultured cells such as some bacteria. These
cells can then make large amounts of the
desired protein at an affordable cost. In
other cases, these genetically modified cells
can be used as catalysts to make nonprotein
chemicals, or as tools to degrade hazardous
wastes.

The process of genetic engineering in-
volves the insertion of a gene (often a rare
gene) into a larger piece of DNA that is
called a vector. With recombinant DNA
technology, this process can be carried out
in a test tube. Then the vector can be intro-
duced into easily grown host cells, where
the desired gene can be rapidly increased in
number. Under the correct conditions, we
can activate the genes through the use of a

promoter, so that large amounts of the
desired protein, called the target protein, are
made. An inducible promoter is like an on/
off switch that can be activated by adding
or removing a small amount of a nutrient or
other chemical.

The most commonly used vectors are
plasmids—extrachromosomal, self-repli-
cating pieces of DNA. Plasmids may be
present in high or low copy numbers (which
refer to the number of plasmids per cell), as
determined by the type of replication ma-
chinery encoded on the plasmid. Plasmids
often have copy numbers greater than 30.

The most commonly used plasmids are
a high-copy-number type with an origin of
replication that is designated CoIEl.

E. COLI AS HOST CELL
FOR INDUSTRIAL PROCESSES
For many industrial processes, the host
cell of choice is the simple bacterium
Escherichia coli (often shortened to E. coli)
that is used as the host cell for many indus-
trial processes. This organism grows
quickly on inexpensive nutrients and its
genetics are well understood.

There is, however, an important con-
straint in the use of a plasmid E. coli sys-
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tern. This is genetic instability. When many
gene copies and a strong promoter are
present, over 20 percent of a cell's re-
sources can be directed toward production
of a target protein, but the remaining 80
percent is directed toward normal growth.
And if a cell can rid itself of plasmids, or if
it can inactivate the expression of genes for
the target protein, then it can devote 100
percent of its resources to growth. Conse-
quently, cells that produce less product
grow more quickly, and in a few genera-
tions can completely dominate the bacterial
population. Such an event is a manifesta-
tion of genetic instability.

Genetic instability can result from: (1)
segregational instability, or missegregation
of plasmids at cell division so as to give rise
to a plasmid-free cell; (2) structural insta-
bility, or structural alteration of the plasmid
to prevent formation of the desired protein;
(3) host mutation, referring to chromo-
somal mutations that reduce or eliminate
expression of the desired gene (for ex-
ample, by excluding the entry of an inducer
into the cell); and (4) growth-rate-depen-
dent instability, or the overgrowth of the
productive population by faster-growing
cells that lack the plasmid and do not pro-
duce the target plasmid-encoded protein.
Mechanism (4) becomes operable only if at
least one cell in the population is altered by
mechanisms (1), (2), or (3).

If the instability is due to rapid genera-
tion of plasmid-free cells, mechanism (1)—
segregational instability—would be the
dominant mechanism. If, on the other hand,
the generation of a plasmid-free cell were
an extremely rare event, but once such a
cell was formed it had a very significant
growth-rate advantage, mechanism (4)—
growth-rate-dependent instability—would
be the dominant type. It is these two
mechanisms that I consider in this article.

UNDERSTANDING PLASMID
ACTIVITY IN THE CELL
When there is a loss of plasmids, or when
their structure or expression is modified in
some cells, there is a change in metabolic
burden, and the result is a population of
cells with mixed capabilities. The direct
experimental determination of the proper-
ties and frequency of subgroups within
mixed populations is extremely difficult.
Most experiments only generate popula-
tion-averaged parameters. Even in the best
of circumstances, the population can usu-
ally be subdivided only into plasmid-free
and plasmid-containing cells. The plasmid-
containing cells, then, are usually treated as
a homogeneous population.

Such a treatment is crude and often
misleading. Population-averaged values of
the plasmid-containing cell fraction are
inadequate to predict productivity and rates
of generation of plasmid-free cells. Pro-
ductivity is a nonlinear and saturable func-
tion of plasmid copy number; a cell with
one hundred fifty plasmids may make less
than twice the plasmid-encoded protein of
a cell with seventy-five plasmids. Further,
the probability of generating a plasmid-free
cell is much greater when there are two
plasmids in the cell than when there are
twenty.

Thus, insight into the population dy-
namics of plasmid-containing cells depends
on knowledge of (1) the distribution of
copy numbers within a population, and (2)
the relationship of each cell with a particu-
lar copy number to its growth rate, plasmid-
encoded protein synthesis rate, and prob-
ability of generating a plasmid-free cell.

MATHEMATICAL MODELING IN
STUDIES OF CELLULAR DYNAMICS
Mathematical models can serve as impor-
tant tools in relating individual cellular 44
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dynamics to population behavior. Models
that take into account both the highly com-
plex and structured nature of individual
cells and the distributive nature of proper-
ties in a population are called structured
and segregated. Such models can be cast in
the form of population-balance equations,
but that approach leads to integral-differ-
ential equations that become intractable at
even modest levels of structure.

We have circumvented this problem by
writing highly structured models for indi-
vidual cells (see Figure 1) and then con-

45 structing models of populations using a

finite representation technique. In this
technique the population is divided into
subgroups, with each subgroup represented
by a model of an individual cell. All the
cells within a subgroup are presumed to be
identical. This approach can relate the
kinetics of individual cells to population-
averaged values.

THE MODEL FOR ONE TYPE
OF GENETIC INSTABILITY
Although this modeling framework can be
used to probe any of the causes of genetic
instability, I will concentrate here on plas-

Figure 1. An idealized sketch of a model of
E. coli growing in a medium of glucose and
ammonium salts, with glucose or ammonia as
the limiting nutrient.

At the time shown, the cell has just completed
a round of DNA replication and initiated cross-
wall formation and a new round of DNA
replication.

Solid lines indicate the flow of material, and
dashed lines indicate the flow of information.
An asterisk indicates that the material is present
in the external environment.

mid multimerization. In some cases host-
cell enzymes will cause the fusion of single
plasmids (monomers) into double plasmids
(dimers), or dimers into four-monomer
complexes (tetramers). Since such multi-
merization decreases the number of repli-
cating units to be distributed to daughter
cells at division, it could be an important
factor in generating plasmid-free cells.
(The mechanism involved would be the
one I have called plasmid missegregation.)

The basic Cornell model for an indi-
vidual E. coli cell with a high-number,
ColE 1 -type plasmid has twenty-eight ordi-
nary, but nonlinear, coupled differential
equations. Each equation is a transient mass
balance on a cellular component; this ap-
proach treats the cell as a chemical reactor
and applies the principles of chemical reac-
tion engineering. These equations are inte-
grated forward in time. A number of condi-
tional equations describing cell geometry
and tracking DNA replication are included.

To construct a population model, we
approximate a population by a finite repre-
sentation technique. It is thought that with
cells containing high-copy-number plas-
mids, the division of plasmids among
progeny is done randomly according to a



Some results of the study are shown in Table I
and Figures 2 and 3.

The Table I data indicate that the mathema-
tical model satisfactorily predicts experimental
results under conditions of first-order inter-
molecular recombination.

Figures 2 and 3 are examples showing how
the model can be used to predict genetic instabil-
ity under other conditions. Such predictions
could influence the design of genetic experiments.

Figure 2 shows that neither the predicted
plasmid stability nor the production ofplasmid-
encoded protein are affected by multimerization,
even at high promotor strength. In this simula-
tion, the average copy number was 48 and the
promoter strength was set at 7. (A promoter
strength of I corresponds to the strength of the
so-calledlac promoter, which is one of those that
have been studied best.) The simulation is for a
continuous culture with a mean residence time of
one hour (which is the time required for one
generation).

Figure 3 shows the total production of target
protein in continuous culture at three promoter
strengths. The area under each curve corre-
sponds to the total amount of target protein
made by the system. Because of genetic instabil-
ity, an intermediate value of promoter strength
will maximize total production over a "long"
run.

Table I. A Comparison of Modeling and Experiment

The organism is E. coli B/rA. Either a monomer or a dimer of a purified plasmid was used for
transformation of the DNA. In the experiment, the plasmid DNA was extracted after seventy
generations of logarithmic growth and analyzed for size heterogeneity. The calculation was
performed on a supercomputer in accordance with a mathematical model. It was assumed that
intermolecular recombination is first-order.

Weight Percentage of Total Plasmid

Transformation by Plasmid Monomer
Calculation
Experiment

Transformation by Plasmid Dimer
Calculation
Experiment

Monomer

42.0
40.6

1.9
1.8

Dimer

45.6
50.1

67.6
57.3

Tetramer

12.0
6.5

30.5
39.9

binomial distribution. In our plasmid-free
cell population model, the progeny of cell
division are made identical; and for plas-
mid-containing cells, we assume that all
progeny are chemically identical except
for plasmid content. Plasmid copy number
is the master parameter for regrouping of
all progeny from cell divisions. (Without
regrouping, the size of the model popula-
tion would increase without limit.) The
population model we have used in the work
I am discussing here contains 272 cell
categories, with seventeen different groups
of plasmid copy numbers and sixteen groups

Figure 2

based on cell size (which is approximately
the same as cell age).

To calculate the progress for many gen-
erations of a reactor with 272 complex cells
is a formidable task. The supercomputer's
speed and large memory are critical to the
success of the calculation.

In the model, we have incorporated
equations representing plasmid recombi-
nation pathways and mechanisms. A ki-
netic approach assuming a first-order re-
combination predicted experimental results
satisfactorily (Table I). By including
multimerization kinetics, the model shows

Figure 3
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that if the plasmid copy number is low (12
monomer equivalents), some genetic in-
stability is observed, but it is primarily
growth-rate-dependent rather than
primarily segregational. At moderate or
high copy number (24 or more monomer
equivalents), multimerization does not in-
crease instability beyond the control case
in which no multimerization is allowed.

Even when we incorporate a strong pro-
moter that increases plasmid protein
production seven-fold over a base case,
multimerization makes almost no differ-
ence in stability (Figure 2). This result
would be unexpected by most molecular
biologists, and suggests that the use of
certain mutants (for example, cells whose
recombination pathways have been altered)
is unnecessary.

Another example of our findings is a
study of the effect of varying the strength of
a promoter. (This is a parameter that can be

physically manipulated.) If we try to make
too much protein from the plasmid, we
cannot maintain a stable system; but at a
moderate production level we can sustain
production with only modest loss of plas-
mid-containing cells (Figure 3). Such cal-
culations can provide guidance on how to
construct vectors.

Our model has been or is being used to
examine many other factors, such as amino
acid supplementation, the design of details
of promoter systems, effects of host-cell
mutations on stability, and the potential
advantages of reactor systems that include
cycling or have several stages.

Models are very helpful in research of
this kind because they can be used to
rapidly test hypotheses about cellular
mechanisms and the effects of different
molecular-level alterations of the cell or
plasmid. Further, modeling can be used in
the design of reactor configurations and
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operating strategies. Realistic models—
which become more practical as our com-
putational capabilities improve—will
speed the realization of the great potential
of genetic engineering.
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THE MICROSTRUCTURE OF MATERIALS:
Studies Using a New Kind of Electron Microscope
and a Supercomputer

by John Silcox

The widespread use of electron micros-
copy in studies of the microstructure of
materials relies quite heavily on the effec-
tive use of computers. As increased com-
putational resources have become avail-
able, new applications have been found in
electron microscopy.

At Cornell we have been working on
expanding the applications of a new type of
electron microscope, taking advantage of
powerful computing capability. Specifi-
cally, we are studying materials at the fore-
front of current research: high-temperature
superconductors and electronic materials

Figure 1. The instrumentation used to study the
microstructure of materials. In a similar fash-
ion to the way an optical lens can be used to form
a fine point of light and move it, so an electron
lens can form a fine electron point and move it
around on the sample.

Typical signals recorded include the annu-
lar dark-field signal, from elastically scattered
electrons; the energy-loss signal (obtained with
use of the electron energy-loss spectrometer),
from inelastically scattered electrons; and
x-rays.

If the beam is raster scanned, the signal can
be displayed on a TV screen, giving a high-
magnification image of the sample.

Figure I
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in which thin layers of metal are grown on
silicon.

The use of electron microscopy in con-
junction with advanced computing tech-
nology is a particularly promising approach
to microstructural studies. Our electron
microscope is capable of higher spatial
resolution than conventional instruments.
Also, new contrast modes are feasible, and
high-resolution chemical and electronic
structure studies are possible.

OBTAINING MICROSTRUCTURAL
AND CHEMICAL INFORMATION
In principle, our instrument operates in a
simple fashion (see Figure 1). A very tiny
spot of electrons is raster scanned over a
small area of the specimen, electron scat-
tering to large angles is measured for each
position of the beam, and an image is made
by synchronously displaying the results on
a TV screen.

The electron beam is about 2 angstroms
(A) in diameter. (An angstrom is 10 10 meter
or one-tenth of a nanometer; we call our
electron beam a nanoprobe.) The speci-
men area is 200 A by 200 A. And since the
TV screen is 20 centimeters in diameter,
the magnification of the image is 10 million. 48
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10 A

Figure 2. A large-angle scattering image showing a projection of silicon atoms down a (111)
direction in which the atoms form columns that are 1.9 A apart. This image was recorded by graduate

49 student Peirong Xu.

If the specimen contains columns of
atoms at a spacing close to the electron-
spot size, then—as indicated in Figure 1—
the electron scattering will vary according
to whether the electron beam is centered on
the atoms or between them, and the image
will yield information about the atomic
spacing. The scattering image shown in
Figure 2, for example, is of a thin film of
silicon oriented down a (111) axis in which
the atom columns are 1.9 A apart.

Another example of a scattering image
is shown in Figure 3. This is for a high-
critical-temperature (high-T c) sample of the
superconducting oxide YBa2Cu3Or In this
case, differing intensities associated with
differing atomic number Z are observed.

Other possible modes of use are indi-
cated in Figure 1. For example, the electron
spectrometer can be used to measure the
number of electrons that lose energy to the
sample. Since the energy loss is character-
istic of the particular atoms that are irradi-
ated and of the way these atoms are bonded
to the neighboring atoms, these measure-
ments can add chemical and electronic
structural details to images of the type
shown in Figure 2. Another possible use for
nanoprobe chemical analysis would be to
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Figure 3. An image of the superconducting oxide YBa,Cufl7 recorded perpendicular to the
c-axis. The contrast is due to the Y and Ba planes, as shown by the variation in intensity with position
in the intensity line scan seen underneath the image.

This image was recorded by graduate student Don-Hyuk Shin in collaboration with Stephen
Russek of Professor Robert A. Buhrman s research group.

measure the x-rays emitted from the sample
as a result of a stationary probe.

SUPERCOMPUTER SIMULATION
FOR INTERPRETING THE IMAGES
To ensure that we understand these images,
we are using supercomputer simulations to
explore how different settings of the micro-

scope (focus, objective aperture, and so
forth) affect the images.

The simulation procedure can be di-
vided into three parts. The first step is to
model the probe using settings and known
microscope parameters such as focus and
aperture choices, and lens defects such as
spherical aberration. 50
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Figure 4. Simulated scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) images of a single gold
atom on a film of silicon 94 A thick. The upper set (a, b, c) shows just the silicon image as measured
by one detector, and the lower set (d, e,f) shows the gold atom as seen by another detector.

The sequence reflects increasing signal. The levels are 103 electrons per A2 in (a) and (d); 104

electrons per A2 in (b) and (e); and 105 electrons per A2 in (c) and (f). Shot noise equivalent to the
noise that would be produced by an ideal detector has been added to the images.

The simulations were executed by graduate student Russell Loane.
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Once the probe enters the specimen,
then—in the second phase of the simula-
tion—the progress of the probe through the
sample has to be calculated by solving the
Schrodinger wave equation. The first step
in obtaining a solution is to estimate the
electrostatic potential of the sample, which
is done by adding up the atomic potentials
of all the atoms centered at particular sites.
As the probe passes through the sample,
two effects occur simultaneously: the phase
of the electron wavef unction alters, and the
electron wave undergoes diffraction. In the
calculation, these are handled sequentially,
but for only a small slice of the sample; the
whole sample is dealt with by repeating the

calculation for many slices; indeed, it is
referred to as a multislice calculation.

The final step in the simulation is to
calculate the progress of the scattered elec-
trons from the exit surface to the detector.
This yields one element in the image and
has to be repeated for each step of the cal-
culation to get a complete image.

The computer requirements for doing
an effective job are substantial. The calcu-
lations require extensive use of Fourier
transform techniques and matrix multipli-
cation with arrays typically of size 256 X
256. The vector-processing capability of
supercomputers is well suited for such a
task. Over the past five years or so, we have

used the IBM 3090 supercomputer in the
Cornell Theory Center and the Convex
C210 mini-supercomputer in the Materials
Science Center.

Even with powerful computers like
these, the computations take considerable
time. The calculation of one image on the
IBM 3090 has taken up to four hours, and
a recent calculation of intensity in the de-
tector plane took more than three hours on
the Convex C210. The image calculations
are lengthy because of the large number of
image points—more than ten thousand—
that are needed to form the complete im-
age; by contrast, the simulation of a con-
ventional microscope image requires only
one calculation. In the case of our recent
detector-plane calculations, the time re-
quired is lengthened because of some of the
factors we are now including.

SIMULATION TO STUDY EFFECTS
OF INSTRUMENTAL DETAILS
Figure 4 shows simulations obtained in a
study of the effects of different detector
geometries and different defocus (correc-
tive) settings of the instrument.

The simulations pertain to a silicon (111)
structure of the type shown in Figure 2,



Figure 5

Figure 5. Experimental and simulated diffrac-
tion patterns.

Figures 5a and 5 b are experimental patterns
recorded by Russell Loane and Peirong Xu
using a scanning transmission electron micro-
scope (STEM) and a VAX 3200 workstation
installed by Dr. Earl Kirkland.

Figure 5c is a simulation in which random
displacements of the atoms (due to thermal
vibrations) have not been considered.

Figure 5d shows a simulation in which ther-
mal displacements have been taken into account
in the calculations.

The simulations were carried out by Russell
Loane.

Figure 6. Sketch showing atoms displaced from
normal positions by thermal vibrations (the
'frozen phonon" approximation).

with a gold atom added to the entrance
surface.

These simulations show many of the
qualitative effects that the experiments
show. For example, the "atom" dots in the
simulation do not change position with the
focus or with sample thickness, and they do
show Z contrast—that is, atoms with
higher atomic number Z show more scat-
tered intensity. In detail, however, the
variations may not be simple, and these
features need to be checked out.

One of the reasons the simulations may
not be entirely accurate is that they were
simulated with the atoms all located at the
ideal position in the crystal structure. In
reality, atoms at room temperature move
because of thermal energy, and this effect
was not taken into account in our standard
multislice calculations. As illustrated in 52
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Figure 5, this effect may, however, be
important for these images.

Figure 5 shows a comparison of experi-
mental and simulated detector-plane
intensity patterns—or convergent beam
electron diffraction (CBED, as it is known
in the trade). The experiments (Figures 5a
and 5b) show a set of bands coming radially
from the pattern center (Kikuchi bands)
and a diffuse scattering intensity at inter-
mediate angles—features that are not pre-
dicted by the standard simulation (Figure
5c). To include this effect in the simulations,
probability theory and a random-number
generator have been used to displace the
atoms slightly from the equilibrium posi-
tions in accordance with Einstein's version
of the theory of thermal vibrations.

Figure 6 illustrates the effect. After the
initial CBED pattern is calculated, a new
set of displacements is calculated to give a
new displacement configuration, and a
second CBED pattern is simulated and
added to the first. Fortunately, only sixteen
of these configurations need to be calculated
to achieve a pattern (as in Figure 5d) that
has acceptable features and small enough
randomness.

The good agreement between the ex-
periment (Figure 5a and b) and the simula-
tion with the added displacements (Figure
5d) gives us confidence in a key assump-
tion underlying the calculation: the "frozen
phonon" approximation that says that the
electron, which is traveling at one-half the
speed of light, is scattered from the atom in
a time significantly less than a vibration
period. Elementary classical and quantum
mechanical considerations suggested that
this assumption was well satisfied, but it is
comforting to see that the simulations do,
indeed, hold up.

We can now predict CBED patterns at
different temperatures. Next we need to

* • * « • '

extend the kind of work we have done with
silicon, an element, to explore compounds
(such as indium phosphide, of interest in
semiconductor electronics). Also, we plan
to enlarge the usefulness of simulations by
settling questions about characteristics such
as contrast origin and depth of focus. The
group carrying out this work has included
graduate students Russell Loane, Don-Hyuk
Shin, and Peirong Xu; Earl J. Kirkland, a
senior research associate; and Malcolm
Thomas, a research support specialist, who
kept the microscope operating.

One thing is clear. Without the
supercomputer at Cornell, it is extremely
unlikely that we would have embarked on
this work. State-of-the-art facilities not only
help research programs; often they open up
new possibilities and approaches.
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WHAT A SUPERCOMPUTER
CAN REVEAL ABOUT TURBULENCE

by Stephen B. Pope
Turbulence, because of its importance in
the atmosphere, the oceans, engineering
equipment, and elsewhere, has been the
subject of theoretical study for more than
seventy-five years. The problem in apply-
ing the theories has been that they are built
on hypotheses that have not been tested
because of insuperable experimental diffi-
culties. Now, however, it is possible not
only to test these hypotheses, but to do
much more: to answer longstanding ques-
tions about the basic physical processes of
turbulence.

The key is the supercomputer. In our
research at Cornell, we simulate surfaces
under turbulent conditions using a super-
computer to do the calculations. We have
found that some of the theoretical conjec-
tures that have been generally accepted for

This article is based on a paper, "Stretching and
Bending of Material Surfaces in Turbulence,"
that won the $25,000 first prize in the engineer-
ing division of the 1989 IBM 3090 Super-
computing Competition. In addition to Pope,
the authors are two of his former graduate
students—Pui-Kuen Yeung, now of the Depart-
ment of Mechanical Engineering at Pennsylva-
nia State University, and Sharath S. Girimaji of
Analytical Services and Materials, Inc.

years are incorrect. And we have gained
fresh insights into processes of mixing and
reaction in turbulent flows.

MATERIAL SURFACES IN
TURBULENT MOVING FLUIDS
The most fundamental type of surface is the
material surface, which, by definition,
moves with the fluid. A material surface is
defined by its initial conditions (such as a
position on a specified plane at time f=0)
and by the condition that every point on the
surface moves with a velocity that is the
same as the velocity of the fluid at that time
and place. The significance of material
surfaces is illustrated by two examples.

The first example (Figure 1) is the mix-
ing of two bodies of water in a closed
container; the material surface is the inter-
face between them. Initially one of the
bodies (A in the figure) contains a trace
solute, and the other (B) is pure water.
When the water is set in turbulent motion,
the material surface is convected,
stretched, and bent. In the first stages of
mixing, the concentration is uniform
everywhere except in the immediate vicin-
ity of the material surface, where there is a
thin diffusive layer. Locally, this thin layer

behaves (to an excellent approximation) as
if it were a plane layer experiencing a
certain strain, and therefore the mixing
process can be completely analyzed in
terms of the statistics of straining on the
material surface. (At later times the mate-
rial surface folds over, and the analysis
breaks down once the distance between
folds is comparable to the thickness of the
diffusion layer.)

The second example (Figure 2) is an
idealization of a turbulent premixed flame,
such as that in a spark-ignition automobile
engine. Under appropriate conditions,
there is a thin flame sheet that forms a
connected but highly wrinkled surface
separating the combustion reactants from
the products. This flame surface is con-
vected, bent, and strained by the turbu-
lence, and propagates at a certain speed
relative to the fluid. If this propagation
speed is small enough, the flame surface
behaves as a material surface. In this
example, as with the two mixing bodies of
water, the statistics of the straining on the
material surface are significant. Also
important in the flame example is the cur-
vature of the surface, since this affects the
propagation speed. 54
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Figure 1. The effect of turbulence on the mate-
rial surface between two bodies of water (A and
B) in a closed vessel. Initially, at time t=0, A
contains a trace solute of concentration 0 = <pQ,
while B is pure water ((/) = ()).

The sketch labeled (a) represents the
material surface that is initially coincident with
the interface between A and B; (b) represents
the situation after the water has been set in
turbulent motion (at time t > 0). Here the sur-
face has become convected, stretched, and bent.
The sketches labeled (c) and (d) are normalized
concentration profiles normal to the surface.
Note that 8«L, which is the size of the
vessel.

Figure 2. The surface between reactants (out-
side the shaded areas) and products (in the
shaded areas) in a turbulent premixed flame.
The wrinkled and deformed surface propagates
at a speed w relative to the fluid; at sufficiently
small w, it behaves as a material surface.

Figure 2



'. . . we simulate surfaces under turbulent conditions

using a supercomputer to do the calculations.yj

In our work, we use simulations of tur-
bulence to study the processes that affect
material surfaces such as these. In particu-
lar, we use the simulations to characterize
the statistics of surface straining and
curvature.

OUR METHOD FOR
SIMULATING TURBULENCE
To create our simulations, we solve the
governing equations of fluid motion—the
Navier-Stokes equations—for the simplest
possible turbulent flow: homogeneous,
isotropic (the same in every direction), and
statistically stationary. But even though
these conditions represent the simplest
case, the results have general applicability
because the small scales of turbulence are
nearly universal. (This universality was
hypothesized by Kolmogorov in 1941, and
is borne out by our results, which show no
dependence on Reynolds number, the
widely used indicator of the behavior of
fluid flow.)

The Navier-Stokes equations are solved
numerically using the so-called pseudo-
spectral method. The time-dependent ve-
locity field is represented on an equispaced
grid of N3 grid points, usually (128)3. The

essence of the pseudo-spectral method is
that the velocity products that arise in the
equations are evaluated in physical space
and then transformed to wavenumber
space. This avoids the costly evaluation of
the products in physical space as convolu-
tions in wavenumber space. On the other
hand, spatial derivatives (which would
have to be approximated in physical space)
are evaluated without approximation in
wavenumber space. Most of the computa-
tional work (70 percent of it) is consumed
in the Fast Fourier Transforms used to
transform the data between physical and
wavenumber space.

The original pseudo-spectral code was
run on NASA's Cray 1 computer, which
had a very limited memory and required a
great deal of coding to transfer data be-
tween memory and secondary storage. We
used the same numerical algorithm, but
rewrote the codes to exploit fully the paral-
lel, vector, and large-memory capabilities
of the IBM 3090-600E at the Cornell
National Supercomputer Facility.

The essence of parallel implementation
is to perform operations on planes of data,
assigning each plane to a separate process,
as illustrated in Figure 3. At a given time,

each of the six processors of the supercom-
puter is executing one of these processes. A
requirement for this simple and effective use
of parallelism depends on the ability to split
the algorithm into operations requiring only
lines or planes of data. Speed-up is made
possible also by the vector processors of the
supercomputer. We determined optimum
data structure and calling sequence by
experimentation.

The computational requirements of a
(128)3 simulation are very large. Each time
step takes a total of two minutes of central
processing unit (CPU) time, and since a full
run requires, typically, 2,400 time steps, the
total CPU time required is about eighty
hours. However, the turn-around time can be
reduced to less than twenty hours through the
use of parallelism.

The accuracy of the simulations is
determined by the spatial and temporal reso-
lution, which has been excellent for all the
simulations we have performed. Figure 4,
comparing computed and experimentally
measured dissipation spectra, illustrates
the veracity of the simulations. We have
found that the simulated small scales have
the same statistics as experimentally real-
ized turbulence. 56



Figure 3

Figure 3. Sketch showing an N3 grid of data as
(a) N x-y planes and (b) N x-z planes. Each
plane has N2 nodes. In the simulation work
discussed here, N = 128 and the grid had more
than two million nodes.

Figure 4. Computed and experimentally meas-
ured dissipation spectra, demonstrating the
accuracy of the simulations. The solid curve
represents simulations; the dashed line repre-
sents experimental data of Comte-Bellot and
Corrsin. Note that the spectrum quantity
plotted in the figure is cubically proportional
to the spectrum function; this accentuates the
high-wavenumber (that is, small-scale) com-

57 ponents of the velocity field.

THE EVOLUTION
OF MATERIAL SURFACES
A direct method of computing the evolu-
tion of a material surface would be to
represent the surface numerically by a
number of nodes, and to accommodate the
stretching and bending by adapting the
gridding—by repositioning nodes and in-
troducing new ones. Our results show that
this approach is impracticable, however,
because the deformation of the surface is so
severe. During the simulation, the area of
the surface increases by afactor of 1017, and
radii of curvature as small as 108 of a grid
spacing occur. Clearly, it is hopeless to
attempt to represent such a massive surface
with the necessarily fine resolution.

Instead, we study a large number (M =
4,096 or 8,192) of representative infinitesi-
mal surface elements. A complete set of
ordinary differential equations has been
derived for the time series following the
fluid particle, and these equations can be
integrated to yield the principal curvatures
of the elements. As the turbulence simula-
tion steps through time, the set of ordinary
differential equations describing the infini-
tesimal surface elements is solved for each
of the M elements. The significant amount

Figure 4

Wave Number (Kolmogorov scale)

of calculation that is needed is imple-
mented on the supercomputer, exploiting
the parallel processing capabilities in much
the same way as in the pseudo-spectral
code.

Analysis of our results shows that our
method of tracking infinitesimal surface
elements is sufficient for the accurate cal-
culation of surface statistics.

WHAT WE HAVE DISCOVERED
ABOUT TURBULENT SURFACES
In our research so far, we have obtained
statistics characterizing the straining of
materials surfaces, and also the curvature.

The straining on material surfaces was
first and most comprehensively studied by
G. K. Batchelor over thirty years ago. He
introduced two conjectures: (1) straining is
persistent (that is, the time scale of change
of the strain rate is large compared to the
time scale of strain itself); and (2) the
material surface becomes aligned with the
principal axes corresponding to the two
greatest principal strain rates. These con-
jectures have been accepted in subsequent
work.

As explained in our scientific papers,
our research has shown that turbulent
straining is fleeting rather than persistent,
and that consequently, elements of the
material surface do not become perfectly
aligned with principal axes of the strain
rate.

We have also determined, for the first
time, the mean rate of stretching. We found
that the surface area doubles every 2.5
Kolmogorov time scales. (The Kolmog-
orov time scale is the smallest physical
time scale in turbulence.) While this is
certainly rapid growth, it is only 40 percent
of theoretical estimates.

Until now, little has been known about
the curvature of material surfaces. Our



results show that under turbulent condi-
tions, material surfaces become extremely
contorted; they are strained and bent by
small-scale motions. Contrary to what had
been thought, very small curvatures arise—
as small as 108 of the smallest turbulent
scale (the Kolmogorov scale). Moreover,
these highly curved elements are found to
be almost perfectly cylindrical in shape,
rather than spherical, as had been assumed.

THE NEW POSSIBILITIES IN
RESEARCH ON TURBULENCE
The new quantitative information that our
research has already revealed has theoreti-
cal and practical significance. Although the
work done so far pertains to the simplest
possible turbulent flow—homogeneous
isotropic turbulence—the results have
general applicability, since the behavior of
the small-scale curvatures of the material
surface is almost universal; it does not de-
pend on the flow characteristics of the fluid
as expressed by the Reynolds number.

Since the earliest work on turbulence
almost a century ago, there has been no
shortage of imaginative theories, but they
have not all been soundly based because the
underlying hypotheses and conjectures

have been impossible to test. The work I
have outlined here clearly demonstrates
that supercomputers have changed the
prospects. Researchers can study turbu-
lence in terms of numerical simulation,
using supercomputers to extract detailed
information that can be used to test hy-
potheses and suggest new ones. Turbulence
research is entering a new era.
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